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Forord
Reguleringsmyndigheten for energi (RME) regulerer nettselskapenes inntekter. Formålet er å bidra
til effektiv drift, utnyttelse og utvikling av nettet. RME gjennomfører hvert år en effektivitetsanalyse
som måler selskapene mot hverandre, og rangerer dem ut fra hvor mye ressurser de bruker på å
bygge, drifte og vedlikeholde nettinfrastrukturen. Nettselskapenes avkastning bestemmes deretter
av hvor kostnadseffektivt de løser sine oppgaver.
RME har over flere år utforsket om variablene effekt- og energiavstand kan brukes i
effektivitetsanalysene. Effektavstand er en sammensatt størrelse som beskriver hvor mye effekt
nettselskapene skal levere, og hvor langt effekten må transporteres. Energiavstand har samme
egenskap, men gjenspeiler hvor mye energi som skal fraktes over ulike avstander i en periode.
Effekt- og energidistanse gir et direkte uttrykk for den oppgaven som nettselskapene har med å
levere strøm til sine kunder. Vi har også utforsket en egen variabel som skal beskrive
nettselskapenes oppgave med å levere pålitelig strømforsyning til kundene.
I dette prosjektet har vi bedt THEMA om å bygge videre på det arbeidet som er gjort i tidligere
prosjekter. En vesentlig del av dette prosjektet handler om å beregne effektavstand i både
høyspent og lavspent distribusjonsnett. I tillegg ser THEMA på hvordan beregningene kan
kombineres slik at det kan beregnes en enkelt oppgave for hele distribusjonsnettet. Beregningene
er basert på et datagrunnlag fra Elhub som inkluderer døgnverdier for alle landets målepunkter.
Metoden for høyspent nett inkluderer å opprette et nytt og teoretisk nett. I denne rapporten
foretar THEMA en geografisk analyse av det nye nettet og gjør sammenligninger med det utbygde
distribusjonsnettet.
I tillegg til ulike problemstillinger knyttet til effekt- og energiavstand fortsetter THEMA arbeidet
med å utvikle en egen variabel som beskriver oppgaven med å levere pålitelighet. Dette er et
arbeid som fortsatt er på et teoretisk stadium og THEMA bringer opp noen problemstillinger som vi
må jobbe videre med.
Alle vurderingene og konklusjonene i rapporten er konsulentenes egne.
Vi inviterer alle til å komme med innspill til arbeidet. Tilbakemeldinger merkes med
referansenummer 202205516 og sendes til rme@nve.no innen 1.juni. Vi tar med oss THEMA sitt
arbeid og innspill på dette i det videre arbeidet med reguleringsmodellen.
Oslo, mars 2022

Tore Langset
Direktør
Reguleringsmyndigheten for energi

Roar Amundsveen
Fung. seksjonssjef
Økonomisk regulering
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Executive Summary
Reguleringsmyndigheten for Energi (Regulatory authority for Energy, RME) is the Norwegian regulatory authority for energy. Among its responsibilities
is the regulation of income for Distribution System
Operators (DSOs) and the resulting grid tariffs. In
this context, Norway was among the pioneers of
introducing a performance benchmarking model to
compare the efficiency of grid companies. The
so-called Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) benchmarking model evaluates the performance of each
grid company based on a number of indicators,
referred to as output parameters, and determines
the allowed income based on the resulting relative
efficiency and the company’s actual annual cost.
The output parameters should reflect the task of
grid companies and the cost incurred by solving
the task of supplying customers. Currently, the
output parameters of the benchmarking model are
the number of customers, the total length of lines
and the number of substations in the high-voltage
distribution grid. As more data is made available
from smart-meters and centralised infrastructure
databases, new output parameters for the benchmarking process can be considered. Ideally, such
parameters should represent the task of the DSO
(rather than its effort) and provide incentives for
efficient grid reinforcement while being highly exogenous, comparable and easy to compute from
available data.

Alternative output parameters
THEMA Consulting Group has been commissioned
by RME to investigate different methods to define
and compute new output parameters for the DEA
model that take the distribution of demand into account and thereby provide a more objective representation of the task of a grid company. A parameter
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that effectively captures the distribution of demand
in a grid system is the power distance. The power
distance parameter is the product of the distance
to each substation and transferred power, scaled
by a factor that reflects how the investment cost of
power lines increases with higher capacity. In addition, a parameter to capture the task of supplying
reliability has been discussed.

Power distance
Previous work suggested calculating the power
distance parameter based on idealised grid systems. Several methods to build idealised grids
were introduced. From the proposed methods, the
artificial grid method was deemed most relevant.
This method accounts for the marginal increase in
power distance in the calculations. For the lowvoltage distribution (LVD), the amount of data was
considered a limitation for applying idealised grid
methods. Consequently, alternative methods were
investigated.
In this report we revisit the artificial grid power
distance for the high-voltage distribution (HVD)
grid, apply an idealised grid method to the LVD
system and assess how to combine both levels
into one output. Based on the analyses in this
report we confirm that the idealised grid power
distance is a suitable method to capture the task
of grid companies. The artificial grid method can
be applied to all companies in the HVD grid where
data is available and can be pre-processed. Using
idealised grid methods across grid levels is also
beneficial when combining grid levels to capture
the full distribution grid. We suggest combining
grid levels through the sum of LVD and HVD without
additional scaling as the effects of line length and
line capacity are implicitly accounted for in the
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idealised grid methods.
Despite the overall suitability of the methods,
it has to be noted that any current computational
limitations and challenges related to input data
quality will affect the output of the full system, even
if the challenges arise for just one grid level.
For the analysed companies, both methods
have comparably low computation time. The artificial grid method in the HVD was found to be computationally inexpensive, while the computation in
the LVD encountered limitations due to memory
issues. Parallelisation was investigated as an option to reduce computation time, though memory
limitations cannot be overcome with the latter.
While improvements were made in terms of
streamlining computation processes, data handling and quality continue to be a critical factor.
Metering data for all grid companies was provided
by Elhub. Grid asset data for substations and
transformers were provided by RME. Both data sets
and the combination of the presented challenges,
such as the allocation of coordinates, the matching
of company names and the differentiation between
grid asset owners and operators. To ensure a
fair benchmarking, challenges related to data and
computation need to be overcome.
Concerning the need for a geographical correction to align the artificial grid to real grid properties,
we conclude that no correction is justifiable. The
artificial grids show similar geographical properties
and follow the paths of the real grid sufficiently
closely, hence a geographical correction is not
needed.
In terms of demand metrics used to build idealised grids and compute power distance, we recommend using data at the highest available temporal
resolution to capture peak demand.
To reflect distributed generation we suggest
using a metric that considers the interaction of
local production and consumption. Either through
the maximum of production or consumption to
reflect supply capacity needs, or through the maximum of net demand to reflect the task of supplying
residual load.
We consider the power distance to better cap-
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ture incentives for grid utilisation compared to the
current output parameters. Increasing the utilisation of the capacity in the existing grid increases
the power distance at a very low cost (excluding
losses). In the current model, increased utilisation is not rewarded. However, power (and energy) distance can favour grid investments over
purchasing of flexibility services from third parties,
all else being equal. At the same time it is important to consider this effect in a broader context.
The economic regulation generally favours choosing the most cost-effective solutions, and in many
cases flexibility will be more profitable for the grid
companies. For instance, a grid investment can
be expensive compared to the increase in power
distance (due to the fact that capacity is typically
increased in larger steps). Often, flexibility will
then be the most profitable alternative for the grid
company.

Reliability measure
Beyond the power distance variable, the introduction of a separate output parameter to capture
reliability was discussed. In previous work, we
suggested to introduce a separate variable to reflect the task of supplying reliability, independent
of existing and proposed new output variables.
We find that there are strong arguments in favour of including distance in a reliability variable.
We suggest modelling distance with a linear model
dependent on total distance. We also argue that
the reliability score for a given customer, with given
customer type and demand profile, should be reflected by the expected CENS for that customer.
Nationwide historical sample averages should be
used to compute expected CENS
To reflect economies of scale we suggest to
select a common model for all grid companies.
We do recognise the importance of scaling effects,
but without any method to differentiate between
grid companies, the best approach is to opt for the
simplest model with few free parameters. Without
differentiation, some grid companies will always
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end up being compensated too little no matter
what value is selected. However, any new output parameters should be compared to the current
benchmarking model which does not compensate
any of the grid companies for the cost of supplying
reliability. Thus, improvements compared to the
current state are desired even if no optimal model
can be found.

Recommendations
Overall, we recommend the introduction of new
output parameters to better reflect the task of grid
companies. We suggest using idealised grid methods to compute power distance and introduce a
separate parameter for reliability.

© THEMA Consulting Group (2021)
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Sammendrag
Reguleringsmyndigheten for Energi (RME) har ansvar for nettregulering i Norge, blant annet gjennom
å fastsette inntektsrammer for nettselskapene.
Norge var blant de første som introduserte en ny
benchmarkingmodell som sammenligner nettselskapers effektivitet opp mot hverandre. Benchmarking ved Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) vurderer effektiviteten til hvert nettselskap basert på
en rekke indikatorer kalt oppgavevariabler. Benchmarkingen bestemmer den tillatte inntekten hvert
nettselskap har, basert på den relative effektiviteten og de faktiske kostnadene til hvert nettselskap.
Oppgavevariablene skal gjenspeile oppgaven
og de resulterende kostnadene nettselskapet har
for å forsyne kunden. I dagens benchmarking er
det antall kunder, total linjelengde og antall nettstasjoner i høyspent distribusjonsnett som brukes
som oppgavevariabler. Etter hvert som mer data
blir tilgjengelig gjennom smarte målere og sentraliserte databaser, kan nye oppgavevariabler for
benchmarkingprosessen vurderes. Ideelt sett skal
en slik parameter representere oppgaven til nettselskapet (heller enn dets innsats), og gi insentiver
til effektiv nettdrift og -utvikling, samtidig som den
er eksogen, sammenlignbar og enkel å beregne fra
tilgjengelige data.

Alternative oppgavevariabler
THEMA Consulting Group har fått i oppdrag fra
RME å undersøke ulike metoder for å definere og
beregne nye oppgavevariabler for DEA-modellen,
som tar hensyn til fordelingen av etterspørselen
i nettet, og dermed gir en mer objektiv representasjon av nettselskapers oppgave. En parameter
som fanger opp fordelingen av etterspørsel i kraftsystemet på en effektiv måte er effektavstand. Ef-
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fektavstand er produktet av avstanden til hver nettstasjon og overført effekt, skalert med en faktor
som reflekterer investeringskostnaden til linjer som
øker med kapasiteten. I tillegg har vi også diskutert
en parameter som fanger opp leveringspålitelighet
som en del av oppgaven til et nettskelskap.

Effektavstand
I tidligere arbeid er det foreslått å beregne effektavstand basert på idealiserte nettsystemer. Flere
metoder for å bygge idealiserte nett ble introdusert, hvorav syntetisk nett, som hensyntar den
marginale økningen i effektavstand ble anbefalt i
høyspent distribusjonsnett (HVD). I lavspent distribusjonsnett (LVD) er datamengden ansett som
en begrensning for å benytte metoder for idealiserte nett. Følgelig har alternative metoder blitt
undersøkt.
I denne rapporten ser vi på nytt på effektavstand basert på syntetiske nett i HVD, benytter metoder for idealisert nett i LVD, og vurderer
hvordan de to nettnivåene kan kombineres til en
felles størrelse. Basert på analysene i denne rapporten konkluderer vi med at effektavstand basert
på idealiserte nettsystemer er en passende metode for å beskrive nettselskapenes oppgave. Metoden for syntetisk nett kunne anvendes på alle
selskaper i HVD der data var tilgjengelige og kunne
bli forhåndsbehandlet. Bruk av idealiserte nett på
tvers av nettnivåer er også fordelaktig for å beskrive
hele distribusjonsnettet. Vi foreslår å kombinere
nettnivåer gjennom summen av LVD og HVD uten
en ekstra skalering, da effekten av linjelengde og kapasitet implisitt er reflektert i metodene for idealiserte nettsystemer.
Til tross for den generelle egnetheten til metodene, må det bemerkes at eventuelle begrens-
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ninger i beregningsprosessen og utfordringer knyttet til input på ett nivå vil påvirke output for hele
systemet. For selskapene som ble analysert,
hadde begge metodene relativt lav beregningstid.
Metoden for syntetisk nett i HVD viste seg å være
lite beregningsmessig krevende, mens beregningen i LVD fikk problemer med minne. Parallellisering ble undersøkt som en mulighet for å redusere
beregningstiden, men løste ikke problemet med
minnebegrensninger. Beregningsprosessene ble
forbedret, men datahåndtering og -kvalitet forble
kritiske faktorer.
Vi fikk tilgang til måledata for alle nettselskap
fra Elhub, og transformator- og nettstasjonsdata
fra RME. Begge datasettene ga utfordringer, både
separat og når de skulle kombineres. Utfordringene
inkluderte manglende koordinater, samsvar mellom selskapsnavn og differensiering mellom eier
og operatør av nettanlegg. For å sikre en rettferdig
benchmarking må utfordringene knyttet til data og
beregninger løses.
Når det gjelder behovet for en geografisk korrigering for å justere det syntetiske nettet til det faktiske nettets geografiske egenskaper, konkluderer vi
med at det ikke er nødvendig. De syntetiske nettene
viser lignende geografiske egenskaper og er bygget
tilstrekkelig nært det faktiske nettet. Det er derfor
ikke nødvendig med en geografisk korrigering.
Når det gjelder målinger på etterspørsel som
brukes til å bygge syntetiske nett og beregne effektavstand, anbefaler vi å bruke data med høyest
tilgjengelig tidsmessig oppløsning for å fange opp
tidspunktet med høyest etterspørsel. For å gjenspeile distribuert produksjon foreslår vi å bruke en
størrelse som hensyntar samspillet mellom lokal
produksjon og forbruk: Enten gjennom maksimal
produksjon, som vil reflektere behov for forsyningskapasitet, eller gjennom maksimum netto etterspørsel, som vil reflektere oppgaven det er å levere
restetterspørselen.
Vår vurdering er at effektavstand er en bedre
måte å fange opp insentiver for nettutnyttelse enn
dagens oppgavevariabler. Effektavstanden øker
når kapasiteten i det eksisterende nettet utnyttes
bedre, til en svært lav kostnad (utenom kost-
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nadene ved overføringstap). Økt kapasitetsutnyttelse belønnes ikke i den gjeldende modellen. Effektavstand (og energiavstand) kan derimot favorisere nettinvesteringer på bekostning av kjøp av
fleksibilitet fra tredjeparter, alt annet likt. Samtidig
er det viktig å se denne virkningen i en bredere sammenheng. Reguleringen gjør det generelt lønnsomt
å velge de kostnadseffektive løsningene, og det vil
i mange tilfeller være mest lønnsomt å velge fleksibilitet foran nettinvesteringer. For eksempel kan
nettinvesteringer være relativt dyre på marginen
(fordi kapasiteten gjerne utvides i større sprang)
og gi liten uttelling på effektavstanden. Da vil
fleksibilitet ofte være det beste alternativet også
bedriftsøkonomisk.

Pålitelighet
Utover effektavstand, ble muligheten for å introdusere en separat oppgavevariabel som fanger opp
leveringspålitelighet diskutert. I tidligere arbeid
har vi foreslått å introdusere en egen variabel for
å reflektere oppgaven med leveringspålitelighet,
uavhengig av eksisterende og foreslåtte oppgavevariabler.
Vi finner sterke argumenter for å inkludere
avstand i en pålitelighetsvariabel. Vforeslår å modellere avstanden med en lineær modell avhengig av
total avstand. Vi argumenterer også for å bruke
en pålitelighetsscore basert på forventet KILE for
en gitt kunde avhengig av kundetypen og forbruksprofilen. Landsomfattende historiske utvalgsgjennomsnitt bør brukes for å beregne forventet kvalitetsjusterte inntektsrammer ved ikke levert energi
(KILE).
For å gjenspeile skalafordeler foreslår vi å velge
en felles modell for alle nettselskapene. Vi anerkjenner viktigheten av skaleringseffekter, men
uten en metode for å skille mellom nettselskaper,
er den beste tilnærmingen å velge den enkleste
modellen med færrest mulig parametere som må
bestemmes. Uten differensiering, uansett hvilken
verdi som er valgt, vil noen nettselskaper alltid
ende opp med å være kompensert for lite. Imidler-
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tid bør eventuelle nye oppgavevariabler sammenlignes med dagens benchmarkingmodell, som ikke
kompenserer noen av selskapene for kostnaden
ved å tilby pålitelighet. Dermed er forbedringer
sammenlignet med nåværende tilstand ønsket selv
om det ikke er mulig å finne en optimal modell.

Anbefalinger
Samlet sett anbefaler vi å introdusere nye oppgavevariabler for bedre å gjenspeile oppgaven til
nettselskapene. Vi foreslår å bruke metoden for
idealiserte nett for å beregne effektavstand og introdusere en egen parameter for pålitelighet.
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Developing new output parameters

1. Introduction
The Norwegian regulatory authority for energy Reguleringsmyndigheten for Energi (Regulatory authority for Energy, RME) is responsible for regulating the
income of Distribution System Operators (DSOs)
in Norway. The allowed income is determined
through a Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) in
which grid companies are benchmarked against
one another, according to how cost efficient they
are in fulfilling their task. Currently the task is approximated by length of lines with a voltage > 1 kV,
number of substations and number of customers.
These metrics are used as output parameters in the
DEA.
In recent years RME commissioned a number
of studies to investigate alternative output parameters. The power distance was identified as a
parameter that reflects the task of grid companies
by accounting for the transferred power and the
distance to each demand point. In addition, a parameter that reflects the task of supplying reliability
has been discussed.
Different methods to compute a power distance parameter were analysed in the projects [1],
[2] and [3]. Introducing a reliability measure was
discussed in [4]. Related to the topic of new output
parameters, studies for data handling and clustering were performed in [5] and [6].

(LVD) grid with the goal to capture the task in the
full distribution grid. All calculations were until this
point performed for a small set of grid companies
based on data provided directly by DSOs.
In this work, the scope of analysis is extended
to all grid companies in Norway. Data is provided
by Elhub (metering data) and RME (grid data) for
all points in the distribution grid. Computation
processes for idealised grid methods across both
grid levels are streamlined and their computational
intensity is discussed. Encountered limitations due
to data quality and computational constraints are
addressed where relevant. Additional open questions from previous work are addressed, including
how to reflect distributed generation, how different
resolutions of data affect results and to what extent
the power distance incentivises grid utilisation and
flexibility measures. A separate output parameter
to reflect the task of supplying reliability is discussed more in-depth. Covering questions on what
role distance and economies of scale play in a grid
company’s task and which CENS variables should
be used to estimate expected costs.

While each study offered a slightly different
perspective towards the question of whether and
how new output parameters can be designed, the
consensus has been that parameters that reflect
the distribution of demand, such as the power
distance, and a parameter that reflects reliability
are an improvement from current output variables.
The latest work recommended using an idealised
grid method to compute power distance in the
high-voltage distribution (HVD) grid and applying
alternative methods in the low-voltage distribution

12
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2. Background
2.1. DSO income regulation
In Norway, RME within Norges Vassdrags- og Energidirektorat (NVE) is responsible for regulating
electricity network companies. The Norwegian regulatory authority for energy RME uses the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) as part of the regulation
of grid companies to determine how much income
each DSO can collect from their customers through
grid tariffs. The idea behind the design of the regulation is that in solving its task each grid company
incurs costs in the form of operational costs, capital costs, cost of losses, and CENS (Cost of Energy
not Supplied, KILE in Norwegian).The regulation
aims to reward the most efficient companies with
higher income, and thus creates incentives for operational improvement and socioeconomic investments. The DEA model is applied to benchmark the
companies against one another and to determine
which ones are the most efficient in fulfilling their
task. We will not describe the income regulation
of Norwegian companies in detail in this report,
but simply state how a company can collect its
costs given its allowed income. A grid company’s
allowed income is given as
𝐼𝑅𝑡 = (1 − 𝜌) ⋅ 𝐾𝑡 + 𝜌 ⋅ 𝐾𝑡∗
Where 𝐾𝑡 is the company’s actual costs, 𝐾𝑡∗ is
the cost norm based on benchmarking, and 𝜌 is
a factor defining to what extent the income of a
grid company is benchmarked. If a company is
an average company it is 100 % efficient, so 𝐾𝑡 =
𝐾𝑡∗ . If the company has an efficiency above 100 %
determined from the DEA benchmarking, then 𝐾𝑡 ≥
𝐾𝑡∗ , and has a rate of return higher than the RME
interest rate. While a less efficient company will
have a lower rate of return – providing an incentive
to become more efficient. Currently, 𝜌 is set to 60 %,
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meaning that 40 % of the cost base can be directly
passed on to consumers, while 60 % are based on
the benchmarked cost norm. From 2023 onwards
𝜌 will be set to 70 %, putting more weight on the
performance benchmarking [7].
As a grid company is evaluated on how cost
efficiently it covers its tasks, it is important that
the output parameters are describing the task – or
the cost drivers – of the grid company in a relevant
way. The task of the grid company is currently
represented by number of customers, number of
substations, and kilometres of lines, often referred
to as the outputs or output variables.

2.1.1. Definition of new benchmarking
variables
In recent years, RME has proposed to investigate
new output parameters for the DEA and commissioned a number of studies to investigate alternative methods to compute benchmarking parameters. The reasons to assess new output parameter
are twofold. Firstly, new data has become available through smart-metering that help to reflect
grid companies and their task more accurately.
Secondly, the current output parameters have certain limitations, such as:
it is partly under control of the DSO through
their investment decisions
it does not necessarily reflect the challenges of
supplying power over long distances
it only accounts for assets in the high-voltage
distribution grid (> 1 kV) and may penalise efficient operation in the low-voltage distribution
grid which results in a lower number of substations and/or shorter high-voltage lines.

13
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it may not reflect changes in consumer patThe general motivation behind introducing the
terns through technological advancements power distance is to have a more meaningful parasuch as distributed generation, local storage meter describing the task of a grid company. Curand EV charging infrastructure
rently, the length of lines is one of the parameters used. Previously, the demand served over
it does not reflect the task of supplying reliabila year was an indicator as well, benefiting grid
ity to and related costs
companies with large consumers close to transNew output parameters should overcome mul- former stations. The power distance is an attempt
tiple or all of the mentioned challenges or at least at improving on these two metrics by combining
improve on them. In addition, the use of more demand served and distance per consumer into
detailed data that has become available since the the product of the two indicators. Transporting
introduction of the DEA parameters can be con- more power over a certain distance gives a higher
sidered an improvement. Though available smart- power distance than transporting less power over
metering data or geographical information may the same line. In turn, serving a large load close
not be suitable for the use as output parameters, to a transformer station is considered easier than
these data can serve as an input to calculate new serving the same load to a customer that is located
parameters. Thus, criteria for the suitability of further away.
a benchmarking parameter should also consider
Mathematically, the power distance is defined
the computation process. We deem the following as the sum of the products of the transported
factors most important for any output parameter in power and the distance or length. The general
the DEA model:
equation for the power distance 𝑃 is
d

Representation of the DSO’s task
Exogeneity
Data Requirements and Quality
Computational Effort
Robustness
Fairness and Incentives
Intuitiveness

𝑃d = ∑ 𝐿𝑒 𝑃𝑒𝛼 ,

(2.1)

∀𝑒

with 𝐿𝑒 the length of line element 𝑒, 𝑃𝑒 the (absolute)
power flow along that line element, and 𝑒 ∈ ℰ
the set of all lines in the grid. The externally set
parameter 𝛼 describes the scaling effect of costs,
i.e., a line able to carry twice the power is typically
less than twice as expensive. The 𝛼 parameter lies
between 0 and 1 to model economies of scale in
increasing power transfer capacity of a line.

The magnitude of the power distance strongly
depends on the underlying distribution of demand,
and therefore captures that the task of supplying
power to customer depends on the demand distriA parameter that was proposed as a new output bution.
The main question related to the power disvariable in the DEA benchmarking in previous studies is the power and energy distance. The power tance parameter is how the flows, i.e. the transdistance is a measure of transferred power that ferred power, over each line 𝑃𝑒 are determined and
accounts for the geographical distribution of cus- how the length or distance is defined. In a purely ratomers. This section will provide a brief description dial, i.e. tree-shaped grid, the flows are determined
of the concept of power distance and its mathem- by the net demand in all connected nodes. While
computing the power distance requires care, the
atical formulation.

2.2. The power and energy
distance

14
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result is uniquely determined. If, however, there
are meshes in the topology, the power may be
distributed to the consumer along different paths.
In turn, the power distance is no longer uniquely
determined. If grid data is altogether missing, one
needs to pursue an alternative approach based on
the location of the demand and possibly on local
geographical limitations to define the distance.

2.3. Review of previous work
Different methods to compute a power distance
parameter were analysed in the projects [1],[2] and
[3]. It was concluded that methods using real
grid data to either compute the power distance in
the minimal required system or a power distance
parameter based on physically optimal power flow
cannot be applied. The main concerns were the
computational complexity of the minimal power
distance and the data quality of available grid information. In [2] alternative methods that do not
use real grid data were developed and tested on
a number of small test cases. In [3] this analysis
was extended to a larger data set covering four grid
companies and methods to capture the task in the
low-voltage distribution grid were analysed. In parallel, the question of whether and how the task of
supplying reliability can be captured in new output
parameters in [4]. Recommendations from previous work suggest using an artificial grid method to
calculate power distance in the high-voltage distribution grid, introducing simplified methods in the
low-voltage distribution grid and further investigating new parameters for reliability.
We will not go into details on all previous studies but will highlight those methods that are relevant for analysis in this work.
In [2] the concept of idealised grid was introduced. Of different methods to reflect the grid system, those that required information on the real grid
system were discarded due to low data quality. As
a result, alternative methods to capture the task of
supplying power to customer were investigates and
creating an idealised grid was proposed. The fol-
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lowing project [4] introduced alternative methods
to create idealised grid systems. Among them, the
artificial grid method for which a grid is constructed
by taking the marginal increase in power distance
into account. A simpler method, Prim, based on a
Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) was also proposed.
The computation of these parameters on real
grid cases gave insight to the advantages and challenges of each method. Initially the methods were
applied to the high-voltage distribution grid and
data from the low-voltage network was aggregated
to substation level. In [3] methods to calculate
power distance in the LVD grid were introduced. In
addition, methods to combine outputs from both
grid levels were discussed, suggesting to use a
cost-weighted sum of grid levels.
In parallel, the study Variables for measuring
the task of supplying reliability in the distribution
grid looked into quantifying the aspect of reliability.
It proposed to align an output parameter to CENS
regulation and suggested either an integrated formulation, which is combined with existing or new
output parameters, or an isolated formulation.

2.4. Motivation
This study builds on the work and open questions
raised in previous studies. In this section we want
to summarise which
Previous analyses were limited to a small number of grid companies in Norway who provided
input data directly to the project teams. To allow for
more general conclusions, datasets that cover all
Norwegian grid companies should be investigated
in this work. Furthermore, the level of maturity
differs between proposed methods thus requiring
more work on certain aspects to allow for direct
comparison and general conclusions.
For the high-voltage distribution grid, the artificial grid method is well established but additional factors needed to be considered. More specifically previous work recommended investigating
geographical bias compared to the real grid system
to deduct possible geographical corrections. Fur-
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thermore, the implications of certain factors such
as variability of demand, distributed generation and
flexibility should be analysed more systematically.
In the low-voltage distribution grid no definite conclusion on the most suitable method was
drawn in earlier work. This study therefore analysed the use of idealised grid methods in the LVD
grid and revisited the concept of angular proximity.
The choice of power and energy distance computation method per grid level is also dependent on
how results can be combined in a way that output
parameters reflect the entire grid system. Analysing idealised grid methods in the LVD grid and digging deeper into the HVD grid method opened the
possibility to reinvestigate methods for the entire
grid system. Previously proposed cost-weighting
of grid levels should be re-evaluated and and alternative approaches should be discussd.
The study on capturing the demand for reliability highlighted the complexity of the question at
hand and suggested further work is needed to understand the underlying dynamics and implications
on grid investments. Building upon the findings of
the report, this study looked at the possibility of
introducing separate output variables that capture
reliability in the distribution grid. Important factors
to consider further include evaluating the distancedependent probability of outages and discussing
economies of scale.

16
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3. Scope
This chapter provides an overview of the scope
of this report. It outlines which levels of the Norwegian power grid are analysed in this study and
describes common terminology.

3.1. The Norwegian electricity
grid
To describe the scope of the work presented in
this report, it is necessary to provide a basic understanding of the power grid in Norway. Figure 3.1
shows a schematic of the grid levels in the electricity network and their exchange points. The
grid levels marked in green are considered in this
study. The power grid in Norway is structured in
the following four levels 1 :
Transmission grid: The highest grid level, also referred to as grid level 1, typically operates at
a voltage of 300 kV or 420 kV and connects
producers and trade capacity with connection
points to lower grid levels across the country.
Regional grid: The regional grid, grid level 2, operates at a voltage of 66 kV or 132 kV and serves
as an intermediate grid level between the transmission grid and the distribution grid.
High-voltage distribution grid: Grid level 3 operates at a voltage of 1 to 22 kV. Some industrial
customers and small producers are connected
to the high-voltage distribution grid.
Low-voltage distribution grid: The low-voltage
distribution grid, grid level 4, supplies final
consumers at a voltage of 230 V or 400 V.
Note that each transformer between two
1

www.nve.no/energiforsyning/nett/
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voltage levels is associated to the grid level with
the higher operating voltage. As an example a
transformer between the regional grid and the highvoltage distribution grid will be classified as grid
level 2, the same level as all other assets in the
regional grid. Metering points, which represent
final consumers, operate in grid level 4.

3.1.1. Terminology
For clarification we define common terms and expressions that will be used throughout this report
to refer to grid assets and involved stakeholders.
We will refer to grid levels according to the
definitions of NVE, listed above and illustrated in
Figure 3.1. When speaking of the distribution grid,
we refer to assets in both the high-voltage and lowvoltage distribution grid, spanning voltage levels
from 230 V to 22 kV. In this context, we also want
to introduce the abbreviations HVD and LVD for the
grid levels in the distribution grid.
In practice, all connection points between different voltage levels are transformers. To differentiate between grid levels we will use the different
terms for assets in level 2 and those in grid level
3. Transformers between the high-voltage distribution grid and the low-voltage distribution grid will
be referred to as substation, from the Norwegian
term nettstasjon. For transformers between the
regional grid and the high-voltage distribution grid
the term transformer station will be used. The
term metering point will be used for the point where
final consumers are connected to the low-voltage
distribution grid on grid level 4. In the case where
we refer to connection points in the grid without
specifying the grid level we use the term point. In
previous work, the term node was used to refer
to any connection point. To avoid confusion with
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Figure 3.1.: Schematic representation of the grid levels in Norway [8]

work in the report Establishing nodes in the distribution grid [6] we use the term point instead. The
term node is used to refer to a point that represents
a cluster of metering points in the LVD grid.
The Norwegian term nettselskap will be translated as grid company or Distribution System Operator (DSO) in this report. As the name implies, a
DSO operates the distribution grid which includes
the low- and high-voltage distribution grids, or grid
levels 3 and 4.
The area in which one grid company operates
the grid is called konsesjonsområde or nettområde
in Norwegian and will be referred to as license area
in this document.
Power distance methods
Terminology for methods to compute new output
parameters are aligned to names defined in [1], [2]
and [3]. For readers who are not familiar with earlier
work we summarise the terms used in this report
below:
Idealised grid – refers to any method where
a grid system is created based on input of

18

connection points without information on the
real grid.

Artificial method – refers to a method where
and idealised grid is built by minimising the
marginal increase in power distance for each
connection step (see [2])

Prim method – refers to an idealised grid built
using Prim’s algorithm to create a minimum
spanning tree. In [3] two implementations of
Prim algorithm were introduced – one with
pure distance weighting and one where the
weight for each connection is defined via demand and distance. For this report, we use
Prim to refer to the distance based minimum
spanning tree, unless otherwise specified.

Angular proximity – refers to a method where
no idealised grid is built. Instead the distribution of demand is reflected through angles at
which demand points are located. (see [3])
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3.2. Data
For the analysis performed in this study, data was
provided from two centralised sources.
Elhub: Metering data for all metering points in
Norway for a one year period.
RME: Geographical information on existing grid
infrastructure including substations, transformer stations and lines.

3.2.1. Elhub metering data
The data sets from Elhub contain information
about consumption and demand for all metering
points in Norway. In terms of production, both
large-scale production in power plants as well as
small-scale for prosumers are included. Distribution points are further included in the data sets,
which are either physical distribution points, or
virtual distribution points. The data was provided
in two parts. Firstly, metering point metadata
containing detailed information per meter including
customer type and address. Secondly, one data set
per month with daily production and consumption
values per metering point.
Roughly, two hundred new metering points are
added each month. This is mostly due to new
production points, with prosumers, but also from
new demand points. The latter can be permanent
consumption points, such as households, or temporary consumption points, such as project-based
consumption.
Data quality
The data quality of Elhub has been previously discussed, and is also a limiting factor of this analysis
[9]. The exact implications of the data errors on this
analysis is not known, and should therefore be kept
in mind while going through the analyses presented
later in this report.
First, the number of unique metering points
in the data set fluctuates more than expected.
From August, the month with the fewer unique
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metering points, to November, the month with the
most metering points, the difference is almost
100 000 metering points. Even though the number
of unique meters fluctuates between months, this
has not been observed to affect the total demand
to a large degree. The reason for the fluctuations
is therefore not known, and potential effects have
not been uncovered.
Second, and conversely, the number of duplicate meters increases consistently. The increase in
duplicate meters is consistently around 200 meters
per month from January to November, which is
due to additional prosumers each month. In Elhub,
there is a duplicate entry for production and consumption from the same metering point, such that
the gross production and consumption is included.
Third, the coordinates in Elhub have not been
validated and will therefore not be used directly in
the analysis. They are not validated as they are
not utilised in Elhub at the current stage. Roughly
a third of all metering points have coordinates in
the Elhub metadata. However, the quality of the reported coordinates is inadequate as there are many
instances where the coordinates are reversed and
there are several other minor errors. The coordinates used in the geographical analysis is therefore
based on a previous analysis by Expert Analytics
for RME [6], where the addresses in the Elhub data
set are used to locate the coordinates from the
Geonorge Matrikkel for the missing or incorrect
coordinates. The amount of metering points with
coordinates per company is summarised in Figure 3.2. In total, 84% of metering points could be
assigned coordinates, which is a big improvement
from the original 32%. However, the share of points
where coordinates could not be found is not constant across grid companies.
It should be noted that the data errors for demand will likely not have a major impact on the
data analyses. Despite the fluctuations in unique
and duplicate metering points, the net demand and
production has no clear trend between the months,
and does not correlate with the fluctuations in
metering points. These data are also used for
billing purposed in grid companies and can thus be
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40

and type of line (submarine cable, overhead line
or ground cable). The substation and transformer
station coordinates per grid company are used to
build idealised grids while the line data is used to
analyse geographical trends. The analysis in this
project contains both LVD and HVD, defined as grid
level 3 and 4 as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.2.: The amount of metering points with coordinates after they are located from addresses by Expert Analytics, for each company. On a company-wide
basis 84% of metering points now have coordinates,
illustrated by the horizontal line.

assumed to be of high quality. We therefore expect
the overall data sets to be correct.
On the other hand, the availability of coordinates and metering data for a metering point is
the prerequisite for including metering points in
the analysis. Any metering point without coordinates after the assignment from addresses will be
excluded. As will any metering point where no
metadata was available from the original data set
and any metering point without information on consumption or production. This limits the scope of
points included in the analysis and may result in
differences between grid companies depending on
data quality. These anomalies should be kept in
mind while analysing specific DSOs. Even though
the total appears to be correct, small changes and
different levels of data availability will also affect
smaller DSOs to a greater extent.

3.2.2. Grid Data

The dataset covers all grid assets in Norway. Thus
the data also includes infrastructure that is owned
by companies that are not a DSO. All infrastructure was analysed in terms of geographical properties, however, only results for grid companies are
presented in this report.
Note that the information on grid owner per
asset does not necessarily reflect which grid companies are using an asset or are connected to it.
This is especially relevant for transformer stations
which are often owned by another grid company
in the distribution grid or regional grid. There is
no information available on connection points per
grid company that goes beyond the grid owner of
transformer stations.
Transformers and substations: The transformer
stations and substations are an important input to
idealised grid methods as they define the starting
and end points of connections. Overall, the number
of substations per grid company from the grid data
set are close to the numbers reported for the DEA
benchmarking in 2020. Small deviations are likely
a result of reporting delays, where new substations
may already be included in the DEA output parameters but not in the grid database or vice versa.
Although the set could be used for the analysis
in this report, some issues would need to be addressed in order to ensure a fair benchmarking of
the companies.

Grid data covering all Norwegian grid companies Grid level: Reporting of the correct grid levels in
and all grid levels was provided by RME from a
which a transformer is operated on is importcentralised database. The data covers transformer
ant for the power distance calculations. Comstations, substations and line objects including
parison of the data provided by RME and the
metadata such as line length, grid level, grid owner
data provided by the reference group from last
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year, hint that there might be a discrepancy as Maintaining a dataset up to date: Ideally, datato how the reporting is done, and therefore an
sets on transformer and substation informaappropriate filter on this dataset might not have
tion should already include the updated name
been applied.
of a company, as well as its new organisation
number if the company has been merged. This
Grid owner/operator: As part of this project, and
was not the case in the provided data set.
due to available information, the grid owner
Any other changes in the grid infrastructure
was the used parameter to define the dataset
and new asset should also be reported on and
belonging to each grid company. However,
updated in the data set.
as will be discussed in the Section 5, this is
not necessarily relevant for power distance cal- Line data: There are some deviations in the line
culations, as in some cases a grid company length in the grid data compared to line length
owns but does not operate nor has the specific used in the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA). Grid
transformer in its own distribution grid. The level 3 is defined as 1 kV-22 kV, however, there are
distinction between operation and owner must some instances where the line voltage is larger, or
be performed if this dataset is to be used in smaller, than these limits. This also applies to grid
future calculations. In contrast, many compan- level 4. This is likely due to inconsistent reporting
ies do not own transformer stations. Their grid of rated voltage and operational voltage or other
is connected to a transformer station owned factors such as losses. However, the deviations
by another company, which cannot be deduced are relatively small, and as the main purpose of the
from the available data set. This is not only grid data is to be a reference for comparison, it will
applicable to the transformer and substation not have a direct impact on the analysis done in this
data, but on metering point information as well. report.
Organisation number: We see that in some instances, a company with the same name
has different organisation numbers within the
same dataset. Even when applying the necessary changes on organisation number merges,
the problem still persisted. If this is to be used
parameter to identify companies, a more strict
reporting and labelling of the data must be
performed to avoid having missing information
on specific companies and to avoid having to
perform manual changes that might be prone
to errors.
Naming conventions: Within the same data, companies are named slightly different, causing issues when automating the process of handling
the input data for power distance calculations.
Currently, manual changes must be performed,
and ”mapping” files need to be created in order to include all possible variations of the
same company’s name within each data set
and across different data sets.
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3.2.3. Complete dataset
In order to apply idealised grid methods and calculate the power distance for a grid company, a full
input data set is needed. This includes coordinates
for metering points, substations and transformer
stations and metering data for consumption and
production per metering point. The scope of analysed grid companies in this report is limited to
those companies where a complete data set is
available.
If the provided data sets are to be used in
future power distance calculations, we foresee an
interdependence between the different grid levels.
This could be a limiting factor for the HVD grid,
for example, when there is missing data in the LVD
side, such as metering point demand. This means
that reporting errors in one grid level will affect
calculations on adjacent grid levels.
Due to the lack of information on connection
points, a full dataset will only be available for grid
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companies that own transformer stations. Many
small grid companies are thus excluded from the
analysis in this report. As mentioned earlier in this
chapter, this is further complicated if we include
the fact that name changes and mergers between
grid companies happen throughout the year. The
provided datasets were not taken from the same
instance in time and thus include different names
and organisation numbers. In this report,a consistent mapping of names could be implemented
based on a file with names and merging provided by
RME. However, since this was a manual processing
step, it cannot be guaranteed that the matching of
datasets happened without errors.
The above mentioned factors narrow the scope
of analysed grid companies to approximately 60
out of 100 DSOs in Norway.

3.2.4. Other data
For additional analyses, further data sets were used
which are described below. Were necessary further
details are provided in the respective chapters.
For the geographical analysis, we used two
other data sets in addition to the grid data provided
by RME:
Area resource map: AR50 from Norwegian Institute of Bioeconomy Research (NIBIO) [10]. AR50
contains national information about area types,
and is originally in vector format. The area types
considered are urban, agricultural, forest solid land,
marshes, glaciers, fresh water and ocean.
Steepness map: National
steepness
map
provided by RME. The data set contains 100x100 m
rasters where each raster has a defined steepness
given in degrees.
For the analysis on the task of supplying reliability, we used outage data reported in FASIT
(norwegian: ”Feil og AvbruddsStatistikk I Kraftforsyningen”) [11].
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4. Introduction
In previous work, individual steps in the computation of a power distance output parameter were investigated in isolation. The aggregation of demand
to substation level was covered by Multiconsult in
the study Developing Methods for Combining Data
that Can Be Used for Calculating Power Distance
[5]. These data was then used in the study Methods for calculating power and energy distance[3] to
calculate a power distance parameter using idealised grid methods in the HVD grid. In the same
work, isolated power distance parameters were
investigated in the LVD grid. Methods to combine
outputs for both grid levels into one parameter were
discussed but computation processes were not
streamlined. A further study on the clustering of
metering point data to nodes (Establishing nodes in
the distribution grid [6]) looked into alternative clustering algorithms. Power distance calculations in
the study were only performed within each cluster.

distance. In the LVD grid, the Prim method does not
require demand as an input for building the grid.
For the power distance calculation, the mean of
net metering point demand was used. In addition,
the grid systems were combined by linking the
LVD Prim grid to the HVD artificial grid at each
substation. Using metering point demand, a power
distance for the full system can be computed.

Overall, the methods applied are: the artificial
grid method to build an idealised grid in the HVD
system and a Prim minimum spanning tree method
to build an idealised grid in the LVD system. For the
HVD grid, demand aggregated to substation level
was used as an input to the grid building algorithm
and the power distance calculation. The applied
demand metric was the maximum of absolute consumption or production for building the grid and
the mean of net demand for calculating the power

HVD system. Previous studies did not recommend
using a distance based minimum spanning tree as
it was deemed too simple to accurately reflect the
task of grid companies. In this work, we use the
distance based Prim method only for the purpose
of comparing computation time to the artificial grid
method.

To obtain the needed input data two crucial
steps were necessary, Firstly, allocating coordinates to metering points based on address information. Secondly, aggregating demand from metering
points to substation level. This step requires an
assignment of metering points to the geographically closest substation. Both methods had been
previously implemented by Multiconsult but could
not be applied directly for this study [5]. The
routines for data handling developed in that project
were specific to the data formats provided by their
In this study, we aim at aligning work streams reference group. Thus, the aggregation of demand
to propose an efficient process from input data to substation level had to be implemented again for
management to power distance computation. The the data made available from Elhub and RME.
process diagram in Figure 4.1, summarises calcuIn addition to the calculation of power distance
lation steps and inter-dependencies. Steps high- for the full system using previously recommended
lighted in green are those necessary to compute methods, marked in green in Figure 4.1, we investa power distance for the full system. Other steps igate alternative methods to compute a power disoutline alternative processes that were used in this tance. We tested applying a Prim minimum spanstudy for comparative reasons.
ning tree method to build an idealised grid for the
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The output from the work on clusters [6] was
also used to test idealised grid methods with nodes
as input points. Instead of using substations to
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Figure 4.1.: Process diagram for calculation steps performed in this project

build a grid in the HVD system, cluster centroids are
used. Two different types of clustering methods
are investigated for one grid company each.
Details on the exact calculations are provided
in the respective chapters.
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5. High-voltage distribution grid
5.1. Introduction
As part of this project, we expanded the scope of
analysed companies outside the reference group
for power distance calculations in the HVD grid.
This resulted in a total number of 57 companies
ranging in size and location across Norway, subject
to available data, as described in Section 3. Overall, we wanted to ascertain whether the developed
methods could be applied to larger data sets, and
if trends observed in the reference group were also
applicable for the rest of the companies.
Although some useful insights can be obtained
from the application of the methods to the available
data set, the results are limited and constrained
by the quality and completeness of the input data
(See Section 3.2.2). In the following sections we
give a description of applied methods, provide an
overview of results and discuss conclusions that
can be derived despite data limitations.

5.2. Methodology
In this project, the artificial grid method, introduced
in [2] was applied to the HVD data. In [3], data
was partially provided by the grid companies in the
reference group, ensuring a higher level of completeness and quality for the used data set. For this
project, the data was mostly based on substation
and transformer data from RME and demand data
available from Elhub. As previously mentioned in
Section 3.2.2, there were some limitations to the
data that was used. In addition, as no information
on demand per substation was provided, we utilised the method of closest assignment on metering
data to aggregate the demand per substation. This
means that the metering point demand available
from Elhub was assigned to the geographically
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closest substation Using this method does not
ensure that the demand of a particular metering
point is assigned to the substation it is connected to in the real grid but rather provides a proxy
for the location of the demand and allows to fill
the missing blank on real assignment information,
which is currently not centrally available. For the
aggregation of metering point demand to substation level a simplified method based on work by
Multiconsult in [5] was used. Additional considerations such as GDPR compliance for substations
with few connected customers were not accounted
for. Once the demand per substation is determined,
the artificial grid algorithm can be applied to the
relevant datasets.
The artificial grid method was introduced in [2]
and further discussed in subsequent reports [3].
The algorithm is an approach to build an idealised
grid that accounts for the marginal increase in
power distance for each new connection.
To compute the idealised grid, two general
steps are followed: (1) the determination of substations to be connected per transformer station and
(2) building the grid for each determined sub-grid.
For the first part, the following steps are performed:
1. The distance between every transformer station and substation per company is calculated.
2. Based on the calculated distances, each substation is assigned to the grid of the transformer that is geographically closest to it.
3. As a result, every transformer has a subset of
substations assigned to it. These substations
will be included as free points in the transformer’s sub-grid.
At this point, no connection has been made, but
each substation is assigned to a transformer’s subgrid. Each set of sub-grids contains free substa-
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Figure 5.1.: Before the grids are built, we determine
the space of available points for connection per transformer station. In this example, the DSO has three
transformer stations (i.e.three sub-grids). At this point,
no connections have been made.

tions that need to be connected to the transformer
station via the artificial grid method. The total
number of sub-grids per DSO will be equal to the
number of transformer stations that have at least
one substation assigned. The result is graphically
illustrated in Figure 5.1.
After the set of available points per transformer
has been determined, the following steps are carried out per sub-grid (i.e. per transformer) so as to
determine how the different points are connected:

Figure 5.2.: After assignment, each substation per
sub-grid is connected to the point where it increases
the power distance the least. One grid per transformer
is formed, for which power distance can now be calculated

5.2.

From the described steps, step 3 is essential
to incorporate the 𝛼-parameter into the algorithm.
The algorithm itself is deterministic heuristic. It
finds a good approximation for the ideal grid connecting all substations to the transformer station(s) for a given 𝛼. Since it is deterministic, it will
always yield the same result for a given set of data.
Being heuristic means that this approach obtains
a result for which there is no guarantee on global
1. The closest unconnected substation - the free optimality.
substation - to the transformer station is idenBased on the artificial grid, a power distance is
tified.
computed using a power flow method. The method
2. All demand from unconnected points except determines the flow on each line element of the
the demand from the free substation is alloc- grid and calculates the power distance based on
ated to the closest connected point (either the the line length and power flow:
transformer station or an already connected
substation). The power distance of the system
is computed for all connected points.

𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡 = ∑ 𝐿𝑒 𝑃𝑒𝛼 ,

(5.1)

∀𝑒

with 𝐿𝑒 being the length of the element 𝑒, 𝑃𝑒 the
3. The free substation is connected to the point
(absolute) flow along that line element, and 𝑒 ∈ 𝜀
where it increases the power distance by the
the set of all lines in the artificial grid.
least amount.
The calculation of the power distance para4. The algorithm repeats Step 2 to 4 until all sub- meter is performed after having built a grid through
stations are connected.
the artificial grid method just described. From the
After these steps are performed, we obtain dif- grid, it is possible to calculate the flow through
ferent connected sub-grids as illustrated in Figure each line by using the demand at each substation.
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The power flow would be defined by the sum of
demand of all points connected to the line. Since
the process of building the grid and the calculation
of the power distance are done in separate steps,
the used demand does not necessarily have to be
the same for both processes. For power distance
results shown in this chapter, we adhere to the
suggested parameters discussed in [3], where the
maximum observed demand is used to build the
artificial grid and the mean demand is used to
calculate power distance using the built grid.

5.3. Results
5.3.1. Power distance results
The power distance results are shown in 5.3 for
all available companies. Of the 58 companies
with available data, power distance in the HVD
grid could be calculated for 57 companies. Overall, power distance results are correlated to the
company’s size (number of connections, length of
lines, demand, etc.). However, it is not the only
determining factor.
To illustrate this, we analyse the correlation
between power distance results and different parameters, such as the number of substations, total
line length, and the ratio of no. customers over line
length. The correlations regarding these parameters are summarised below:
Line length of the artificial grid: Overall, we see
that power distance is largely correlated to the total
line length of the built grid, as seen in Figure 5.4.
However, there are instances where the companies
with the most line length do not necessarily score
highest in power distance. This is because other
factors such as total demand play an important
role as well. When comparing the results to last
year’s reference companies [3], the total line length
of the artificial grid is lower than the real grid. As
has been discussed in previous reports, this is an
expected outcome because the resulting artificial
grids are only meant as a representation of the
task of delivering power – i.e. the artificial grid
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is not meant to be an exact copy of the real grid
but rather an idealised representation of a grid that
fulfils the task. Overall, the artificial grid built from
the used dataset represented approximately 67 %
of the real line length (See figure 5.5). This is similar
to the results obtained last year and is a consistent
observation across most of the companies.
Number of substations: In Figure 5.6, we see
that power distance is correlated to the number
of substations accounted for. This is related to
the fact that the number of substations is typically
associated with an increase in total demand, which
consequently increases power distance. As with
the line length, we see that the relationship is not always the rule, and that there are some exceptions.
Ratio - Number of customers/ total line length in
the artificial grid: As part of the analysis, and
to understand the relationship between power
distance and other currently used parameters, we
analyse the correlation between power distance
and the ratio of customers per km of artificial
lines.The correlation between these parameters
is very weak, with an 𝑅2 value < 0.1.
Ratio - Number of substations / total line length
in the artificial grid: The last relationship analysed for the HVD grid was that of power distance
and substations per km of line.
Figure 5.7
shows that there is no strong correlation between
how many substations are per km of line. In
some cases, even if there was a small amount
of substations in the grid, the power distance
was equally as high as if there were multiple
substations per km of line.
In conclusion, we observe that power distance
calculations might rank companies differently than
when only considering the currently used parameters. Although there are strong correlations
between some of the currently used parameters,
such as the artificial grid’s line length and total
demand against power distance results, companies might rank differently. This lies in the nature
of the power distance parameter as it combines
the factors of transferring power over geographical
distances through idealised connections. Rather
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Figure 5.3.: Power distance for the HVD system for the analysed companies

Figure 5.4.: Correlation between power distance and
total line length

an idealised grid and calculating power distance for
all the available companies. As shown in Figure 5.8,
the process of calculating power distance can be
broken down computationally in three segments:
building a distance matrix to assign the substations
to the closest transformers, applying the artificial
grid method to the dataset, and calculating the
power distance on the built grid. Note that preprocessing of demand data that is used on substation level is discussed in Section 6. As shown in Figure 5.9, the most time consuming part is the building of the grid itself, taking a total of 3400 seconds
for 57 companies. The building of the distance
matrix and power distance calculations took less
than 2 minutes, representing less than 3 % of total
computation time.

than giving each km of line the same weight irrespective of capacity (or flow), as is currently done
in the DEA, or giving the same value to delivered
power irrespective of its location (as was done
when demand was used as an output), the power
distance considers the required flow per line determined by the location and demand of substations. Consequently, the power distance is a better
representation of the actual task of a grid company.

In addition, we wanted to analyse computation time per company and realted characteristics.
Figure 5.10 shows the correlation between the average grid size and computation time. Here, by
average grid size we refer to the average amount
of substations assigned to a transformer, which
represents how many ”free points” there are in
each sub-grid. As we see in the figure, the computation time is slightly correlated to the average
grid size. This is because the algorithm becomes
more complex as the grid size increases. However,
5.3.2. Computation time
the relationship is not linear. This can be due to
To determine whether computational issues would different reasons, one of them being the fact that
affect the power distance calculations in the HVD the average grid size might not be a representative
grid, we analysed the computation time of building measure of a particular company’s sub-grids. What
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Figure 5.5.: Ratio between the artificial line length and the reported line length (DEA-2020)

Figure 5.6.: Correlation between power distance and
number of substations

we mean by this is that a company might have one
or two very complex sub-grids that increase the
total computation time, but the rest of sub-grids are
small. The one very large sub-grid will increase the
company’s total computation time due to the large
problem size. However, from the shown figure, it
is possible to conclude that as the average size of
the sub-grids of the companies increases, it is likely
that the computational time will increase as well.
Computationally, and considering the set of
companies we had available data for, neither
memory nor computation time seem to be a limiting factor when building the grid or calculating
power distance due to manageable size of the HVD
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Figure 5.7.: Correlation between power distance and
number of substations per km of line

grid (in terms of number of substations and transformers). However, assignment of demand to substations (on the LVD side) from Elhub data could
be the limiting factor for applying the artificial grid
method in the HVD grid which depends on demand
data. Of all analysed companies, a power distance
in the HVD grid level could not be computed for the
largest company because demand aggregation on
LVD encountered comptuational limitations, further
discussed in Section 6.
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Figure 5.8.: Steps for power distance calculations
computation-wise

Figure 5.10.: Computation time vs average grid size in
the HVD grid

but we obtained some insight into the potential
issues and areas to be addressed in the input data
processing/reporting to avoid this being a biasing
issue for power distance calculations.

Figure 5.9.: Computation time decomposed by steps
in the HVD grid

5.3.3. Transformers without substations assigned
In [3], it was highlighted that when using the closest
assignment method for assigning the substations
to a particular transformer, some transformers
were left without assignment. One possible reason
as to why this could happen was that grid companies report the transformers they own but that
they do not necessarily operate. Due to the available data quality, it was not possible to determine the particular reasons of why this happened,
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Importance of data reporting: Power distance
in the HVD grid could not be calculated for
companies who do not own transformer stations.
The reason was because there is no data available
on actual feed-in points per grid company, which
makes it challenging to apply idealised grid
methods to the companies who do not own
transformer stations.
In Norway, many distribution companies do
not own and operate the same transformers, but
rather their grids are connected to transformers
owned by other companies in the distribution or
regional network. The datasets available from
RME on transformers and substations only contain
information on the infrastructure owner with no
additional information on which transformers are
used by each company. In addition, the location of
the transformer is not always the feed-in point of a
particular distribution grid, as can be seen in Figure
5.11. In the example, DSO A which is operating the
grid in the area to the north east, is connected to
a transformer of another grid company B through
a subsea cable. The connected transformer is
located in the grid company B’s grid area and is
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owned by grid company B, as is the subsea cable.
The actual feed-in point to grid company A is at
its shore, at the end of the subsea cable. When
using information on transformer station owners,
company A would not have a connected transformer and power distance could not be calculated
in the HVD grid. Even if data were available that
company A is connected to a transformer station
of company B, the power distance methods would
over-estimate grid requirements as the distance of
the subsea cable would be covered by the artificial
grid. The correct accounting would be to use the
end of the subsea cable as feed-in point from which
an artificial grid can be built to all substations of
company A.

Figure 5.11.: Example where transformer location
does not correspond to the ”feed-in” point

For the HVD grid, the location of the transformer and the distance to the connected grid is an
important factor for the power distance results, as
we assume that the transformer location coincides
with the feed-in point to the distribution grid. If
this is not the case, it should be reflected in the
calculations, as the length assumed for the power
flow affects the total results, particularly in the
branches connected to the transformers, as those
see the highest power flows.
The HVD power distance makes up the largest
share of total system power distance (See Section
7). Not obtaining results for this level has a detrimental effect for affected companies. Similarly,
skewed results on this level due to data limitations
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will largely impact the comparability between companies. Grid companies that own transformers
which operate as feed-in points for other companies often have more lonely transformers because
their grid area is not close to those transformer stations. This does not directly affect power distance
as lonely transformers are not connected.
Unassigned transformers in built grids: From
the analysed data, and for the companies with a
complete set of data, there were some transformer
stations that had no substations assignmed to
them. A transformer without any assignment
means it is not closest to any of the substations
in the grid. This occurred in about one third of the
companies.
Pinpointing a particular reason for the assignment, or lack thereof, is challenging, especially due
to the data quality. However, we have identified
some reasons as to why transformers might not
get any assigned substations:
A group of transformers lies too close to each
other and the nearest substations are only connected to some but not all transformers. In
some cases, the transformers listed might be
duplicate instances at different grid levels but
with different naming or ID. In others, it might
be real placement, but only one transformer
has assignments.
Transformers not closest to any substation
might be because:
The transformer is placed far away due to
geographical obstacles or constraints.
Company “A” might own a transformer but
company “B” uses the transformer as feedin point to its grid. This could explain why
this transformer is located far away from
the substations of company “A”. Some
companies do not own any transformers
but only receive feed-in from transformers
owned by another company. The used
dataset does not make it possible to differentiate.
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Transformers contain different labels on grid
level in RME data. Some transformers we considered might not belong to the power distance
calculations. In RME data, transformers are labelled as being grid level 3 or 2. When comparing the set from RME to the set provided by the
reference group from last year, we noticed that
neither choosing only one grid level nor both,
matched the reference group’s set completely
- either by missing instances or extra defined
transformers.
Finally, to confirm the hypothesis that most
transformers have no assignments because they
are either too close to each other or too far away
from any substation point, we analyse the average
distance between the lonely transformers and the
nearest assigned transformer. As shown in Figure 5.12, the unassigned transformer is either very
close to another, or very far away (e.g. as with
case with Company 26 and 36). In the case where
transformers are close to each other, it must be
confirmed that these instances are not duplicate
entries and, in the case where the transformer is
far away, that it is not a transformer operated by
another company.

5.4. Recommendations and
observations
The main challenge in calculating power distance
in the HVD grid is the quality of available data:
Data reporting standardisation: standardisation of data reporting should be a priority if it is
to be used in power distance calculations. This
applies to company naming, merger and company
name tracking, ownership and operating reporting
distinction.
Substation demand reporting: If the artificial
grid method is to be used, demand under each
substation is needed.
This means that the
metering points’ demand should be able to be
assigned to a substation. Even if Prim is used to
build the grid demand is needed for power distance
calculation. However, as we discuss in Section
6, the assignment might be complicated due to
the amount of metering points, which causes
issues regarding required computer memory. All
calculations on the HVD side are therefore highly
dependent on a full dataset among all grid levels
and if no separate reporting on substation demand
is provided, the power distance calculations on the
HVD side will be also limited by the LVD constraints.

Figure 5.12.: Average distance between ”lonely” transformers (transformers without any substation assignment) and the nearest assigned transformer.
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6. Low-voltage distribution grid
6.1. Introduction
In the previous report, different methods for calculating the power distance in the LVD grid were
discussed, without building an idealised grid for
the entire system [3]. However, in this project, the
possibility of applying grid methods to the LVD grid
was explored, taking as input the metering point
and substation data.
A main concern in the LVD side when applying the grid methods was the amount of data,
which could result in large computation time and
computer memory requirements. It was previously
suggested that using idealised grid methods in the
LVD grid would be challenging due to the amount
of data. In this study, we test this hypothesis and
focus on analysing the feasibiltiy of applying idealised grid methods in the LVD grid. To analyse the
feasibility of applying the grid methods on the lowvoltage grid, we applied the simplest grid methods
in term of complexity, distance-based Prim, on the
available dataset. In addition, we progressed from
companies with small grid sizes to larger companies. By doing this, we could determine whether and
where limitations arise in terms of data handling
requirements as well as any other computational
challenges.

6.2. Methodology
In order to build a grid in the LVD side, only coordinate information was needed for both metering
points and substations. As with the HVD grid, information on which metering points are connected
to which substations was not provided, and therefore the closest assignment method was applied
to the dataset. Once a set of metering points and
substations belonging to the same grid company
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was defined, Prim’s algorithm was applied.
As explained in [3] , Prim’s algorithm tries to find
the MST of a sub-graph, meaning that it finds a tree
that connects all nodes in such a way that the total
edge cost is less than or equal to all other spanning
trees. In the applied method, the edge cost is equal
to the length of a connection.
The algorithm begins with one chosen point in
the grid, such as a substation, and in each iteration,
the tree is grown by one edge (a line connecting two
points). The chosen edge to be connected has the
minimum cost among all the edges that are not yet
connected to the tree. The cost of the edges in this
case, represents the direct distance between every
point in the grid1 .
The algorithm works as follows:
1. The substation is chosen as starting point, initialising the tree of connected points.
2. The closest unconnected point from the tree is
selected, and connected to the closest point in
the tree.
3. The recently assigned point is added to the tree
of connected nodes.
4. Step 2 and 3 are repeated until all points are
connected and no ”free points” remain.
Prim’s algorithm is greedy heuristic meaning it
considers the locally optimal choice at each stage.
It is a greedy algorithm, meaning that it tries to find
the local optimum choice at each stage with the
intent of finding a global optimum. For the same
data and starting point it will always yield the same
result.
Based on the resulting grid, the power distance
is computed. The flow on each line is defined
1

For the LVD, metering points are considered as the ”free
points” that must be connected
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by the sum of transported power from all nodes ted demand for the connected metering points
connected to the line element.
(another proxy for the company’s size). Although
weaker, a correlation also exists between these two
variables, indicating that the sub-grids in the LVD
6.3. Results
are smaller, and less complex than in the HVD grid.
In this case, each individual segment contributes in
As in the HVD grid, the power distance calculation a more linear fashion to the entire sub-grids power
is done in two steps. First, an idealised grid is built distance, as seen in Figure 6.3.
per substation for each company. In the case of
Prim’s algorithm, demand does not play a role when
6.3.2. Computation time
building the grid, just distance between metering
points. Once a grid is built, mean demand at each Given the amount of metering points in the low
metering point is used to compute power distance. voltage grid, one of the main concerns when calcu-

6.3.1. Power distance results
Results on power distance for the LVD grid are
shown in Figure 6.1. Of the 58 companies with a
complete data set power distance could be calculated for 56 companies. In this grid level, correlation between power distance results and company
size are more strongly correlated. Similarly to the
HVD, there are exceptions in how the companies
rank, as results are both based on demand (when
calculating power distance) and location (when
building the grid and calculating power distance).
If there are connection points that lie far away
from any single substation, they have the potential
to increase overall power distance results, as the
task of delivering power to the outermost points
becomes more difficult.
Number of metering points To see how strong a
correlation there was between the power distance
results and the number of metering points (an indicator of the size of the company), we plotted
the parameters against each other as shown in
Figure 6.2. As can be observed, there is a strong
correlation between both variables. Given that
power distance results for a segment is directly
proportional to its length, power distance increases
with the higher number of lines built, i.e. increased
total line length.
Total demand In addition, we analyse the correlation of power distance results against total accoun-
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lating the power distance on the low-voltage grid,
was the computation time and power required for
calculations. Overall, for the analysed companies,
total computation time was about 6300 seconds
(less than two hours)2 .
To explain the challenges and to break down
the requirements per step, we illustrate the involved
processes in Figure 6.4. Unlike the HVD grid, it
was not possible to calculate the power distance
for all companies.The two largest companies in the
dataset experienced issues at different stages of
the computation process, which will be described
in this section.
Building the distance matrix: to assign the
metering points to specific substation, a distance
matrix indicating the distance between all metering
points and substations has to be built. Although
not the most time intensive part of process (less
than 5 % of computation time), it posed memory
issues for the largest of the analysed companies.
Without the assignment of the metering of the
substations, the grid could not be built nor demand
could be aggregated per substation for the HVD
calculations. In just this step, the memory requirement was over 300 GB. the number of metering
points increases the computational requirements,
and as companies continue to expand and merge,
this could potentially become a problem for the
power distance of other companies in the future.
2

Not counting the computation time for the two largest
companies for which the algorithms could not be applied
to due to memory issues
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Figure 6.1.: Power distance in the LVD grid

Figure 6.2.: Correlation between power distance and
number of meterin points in the LVD grid

Figure 6.3.: Correlation between power distance and
total demand of connected metering points

Building the grid: Not surprisingly, this step represented more than half of the computation time.
For the second largest company, the calculation
bottleneck was not on the distance matrix building,
but on the grid building process. At this step, the
algorithm was unable to run through on a 128 GB
system. In addition, and as shown in Figure 6.5,
computation time for the process for the analysed
grid sizes scaled almost linearly with the number of
metering points. However, as metering points increase, computation time is not the limiting factor
rather computer memory.

less than 30 minutes. This step did not present any
issues and is less likely to cause memory issues if
the grid was able to be built.
Reducing computation time:

Although computation time does not seem to be a
limiting factor from the analysed companies. Note
that larger companies might experience longer
computation time (approx. 2/3 days or more).
However, this could not be quantified on the largest
companies from the dataset. To determine the
potential for reducing computation time in the LVD
Calculating power distance: representing about grid, we implemented a multi-process approach
30 % of the computation time, the calculation of the for the calculations, meaning that the memory of
power distance was performed on the built grid in the computer could be better utilised by running
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Figure 6.4.: Steps for power distance calculations in
the LVD grid computation-wise

to remember that as more processes are run in
parallel, the memory requirements increase. This
means that parallelisation of multiple processes
could cause an issue when applying the algorithms
to larger datasets.Therefore, parallelisation could
be a good tool for reducing overall computation
time for smaller companies, but companies with a
larger size will most likely require higher available
memory. The limitations encountered for the two
largest companies, would not be overcome by using parallelisation and might even be aggravated by
higher memory utilisation.

Figure 6.6.: Computation time reduction potential in
the LVD grid
Figure 6.5.: Computation time decomposed by steps
in the LVD grid

several processes at the same time.
For the two most time consuming steps, the
reduction potential is shown in Figure 6.6. Overall,
we tested the parallelisation of two sub-processes
in the LVD network: building the grid using Prim’s
algorithm, and the calculation of the power distance from the built grid. 3 . The reduction potential (time-wise) was determined to be about
70 % at the grid building step and about 40 % for
the power distance calculations. It is important

6.4. Recommendations and
observations

Using a simple algorithm such as Prim could be
an appropriate solution for the low voltage grid:
The algorithm complexity is low enough such that
the computation time and computational complexity remains relatively low. This is valuable when
considering the number of metering points that
are present at this grid level. It follows the logic
that metering points are connected to the nearest
3
By parallelisation we mean the grid was being built simultaneously for multiple substations at a time instead of connection point. The average size of the LVD grid
sequentially, for each.
(metering points per substation) is relatively small
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(ca. 24 metering points per substation) and the
average distance between meters and substations
is low. At this scale, a more complex method
might not be necessary. However, even this simple
method cannot be applied to all companies. For
the largest companies the process encounters
memory issues. This could potentially be solved
by exploring big data technology solutions such as
e.g. Apache Spark. However, these solutions were
not part of the scope of this project and therefore
not explored.Using a more complex method, e.g.
artificial grid would likely aggravate this problem as
parallelisation can decrease computation time but
also increases memory use. If challenges cannot
be overcome, alternative methods, as proposed
last year may be more suitable.
A general challenge that will be experienced in
the LVD side and that would skew power distance
results independent of the method that is used, are
the missing coordinate information and issues with
wrong coordinate assignments. The latter was
evident in our results, where some metering points
were either not assigned coordinates or assigned
coordinates very far away from the rest of grid.
For the latter case this resulted in very extreme
results due to the increased line length. Regarding
the missing coordinate information, this would be
an issue for both power distance calculations in
the HVD and LVD grid. For the LVD grid, missing
data translates into missing demand and potentially lower line length. If data processing for a specific company results in a large portion of missing
data, its power distance output would be lower than
it should be, consequently skewing the results. For
the HVD grid, this means that the demand assigned
to the substations would be lower than they are, as
metering points with missing coordinates cannot
be included in the calculations in spite of having demand data. This is because the metering point can
not be assigned to the closest substation due to the
lack of geographical information. The issue circles
back to the data interdependence issue mentioned
in Section 3.2.3
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7. Output parameters for the entire grid system
One aim of introducing new output parameters is
to better capture the full system in the distribution
grid. Current output parameters focus on assets in
the HVD grid, through number of substations and
length of lines with a voltage above 1 kV. Introducing a power distance parameter makes it possible
to capture both the LVD and HVD grid.
In previous work, different methods for both
grid levels were proposed. It was recommended to
use an idealised grid method to compute the power
distance in the HVD grid and an angular proximity
approach in the LVD grid [3]. This opened the
question of how separate parameters for the two
grid levels could be combined. Different options
were discussed, such as including a cost-weighted
sum, the use of separate output parameters, or one
power distance for the full grid system. With previously proposed methods that differed between
levels, computing one power distance for the full
system was challenging. One method that was
touched upon but not further investigated in previous work was building an idealised grid system that
covers both grid levels. The power distance calculation would then be applied to the full system.

7.1. Idealised grid for the full
system
This work investigated the application of an idealised grid method in the LVD system (Section 6)
and thus also opens up the possibility to assess
creating one idealised grid system that covers the
full distribution grid. As described in Section 4,
two separate idealised grid systems are built –
one in the LVD system between metering points
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and substations and one in the HVD level between
substations and transformer stations – that are
combined to one grid. The grids are connected
at each substation and the power distance is then
computed from the sum of resulting flow on each
line driven by the demand per metering point.
The length of the resulting grid system is the
sum of lengths in the HVD grid and the LVD grid.
On average the length in the LVD grid makes up
for 55% of total line length. The average length of
each connection is lower in the LVD grid but due
to the large number of connection points the total
length is similar to the HVD grid. In case of outliers,
where the length in the LVD grid is significantly
higher than the length in the HVD, are a result of
data challenges (See discussion in Section 6). The
total accounted demand is the same as for the
LVD and HVD grid. The data input for both levels
is similar, as the demand input in the HVD grid is
merely an aggregation of metering point demand
to substation level.
When calculating the power distance for the full
idealised grid system the demand is additive from
connected points. Substations are not consumption points but are only transfer points for power
flow to connected lines.
Consequently, the resulting power distance is
similar to the sum of power distance in the HVD
and power distance in the LVD idealised grid. The
results for power distance as a sum of grid levels
is shown in Figure 7.1. The ranking of companies
follows the magnitude of HVD power distance in
most cases, with some exceptions where the LVD
power distance makes up for a larger share of total
power distance. Overall, the power distance in the
HVD level makes up for 77% of the total system
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power distance. Though the total line length is similar in both levels, the number of total connections
is lower and the average length per connection is
higher in the HVD grid. In addition, the transferred
power on substation level is the aggregation of
power flow from underlying metering points. These
factors result in higher power flow per line in the
HVD grid and thus a higher power distance than in
the LVD grid.
Given that the results for power distance are
the same irrespective of whether it is calculated
separately for each grid level or for the full grid
system, the most efficient method should be preferred. When considering computation time for a
subset of grid companies we observed an increase
of computation time by almost 50% when power
distance is computed for the full grid system.
Note that the power distance for the full system
can only be computed for grid companies where
idealised grid systems and power distance could
be calculated for both grid levels. Of the 58 companies with complete datasets, a power distance
for the full grid system could only be computed for
56 companies, mainly limited by computations in
the LVD level. In the cases of large grid companies,
for which no idealised grid in the LVD system could
be computed, it is not feasible to obtain a power
distance for the full system. This is not a limitation
of the method to combine grid systems, but rather
a limitation posed by data available for the the LVD
grid.

7.2. Cost weighting of grid levels
We have gained new insights in how HVD and LVD
systems are reflected when using an idealised grid
method in both levels. Previously, different methods were applied in both grid levels thereby possibly distorting the ratio of power distance between
grid levels. As an example, the Euclidean distance
method accounts for the actual geographical distance between each metering point and the closest
substation. When applied in the LVD grid, the resulting power distance is much higher than it would
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be with an idealised grid method. When adding the
Euclidean power distance in the LVD to the power
distance obtained from an idealised grid method in
the HVD, the share of the LVD grid would be almost
of the same magnitude as that of the HVD grid.
When idealised grid methods are applied in both
grid levels, the properties of the methods and the
resulting power distances are more similar. As a
result, the LVD power distance only makes up for
23% of the total system power distance on average
(see Figure 7.1).
In previous work, it was suggested to use a
scaling between the LVD and the HVD grid to reflect the difference in occurred cost. To understand whether a scaling is necessary, the main cost
drivers for new connections need to be identified.
Firstly, costs typically scale with line length as
the cost for land preparation and the installation of
lines or cables is length dependent. Related to this
aspect, geographical and topological conditions influence the cost of building power lines. Secondly,
the technical specifications of power cables influence the material cost. Higher voltage and transfer
capacity typically incur higher costs. Costs related
to higher transfer capacity are directly related to
cable or line costs. In most cases line capacity
is selected based on the (expected) load of connection points. In terms of voltage, the choice of
voltage level depends on several factors. If voltage
choice is not constrained by voltage requirements
of customers, as is the case for metering points
in the LVD grid, the voltage level is selected to
minimise losses. Losses will again depend on the
length and current on a line. Thus the impact of
voltage on costs is less straight-forward because
it is a trade-off between investment costs and the
cost of losses. Other factors such as additional
components or available capacity on substation
or transformer level will also affect costs but are
more case specific and thus more challenging to
quantify.
With the assumption that costs for new connections depend on length and technical specifications, we can assess to what extent these aspects
are considered in power distance methods and in
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Figure 7.1.: Power distance for the full grid system for a selection of companies

the proposed scaling parameter. In idealised grid
methods, the length of lines is directly defined by
the grid layout. Line length is typically lower than in
the real grid, but the main properties are reflected
as the artificial grid is guided by the location and
demand of connection points. For the methods
analysed in this report, the average length of lines
is lower in the LVD grid than in the HVD grid. If it can
be assumed that the cost per km is the same for a
line in the HVD and LVD grid, no additional scaling
is necessary. The contribution of the LVD grid to
the power distance will be lower than that of the
HVD grid due to lower line lengths. However, the
technical requirements for connections are likely
to differ between grid levels. In the HVD grid,
connections have a voltage of > 1 kV while the LVD
grid operates at lower voltage levels. In addition,
the average load per metering point is lower than
the average load at substation level. The fact that
part of the costs for new connections are dependent on capacity is reflected in the 𝛼 parameter.
The power distance methods in an idealised grid
approximate the transfer capacity per connection
through the flow on each line. The flow is specified
by the sum of power from any point connected to
this line scaled by 𝛼. The scaling of costs with
transfer capacity is thus accounted for when using
idealised grid methods in both levels. No further
specifications for lines are made in the idealised
grid methods. We can conclude that using an idealised grid method on both grid levels can account
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for the difference in incurred cost due to line length
and line capacity.

In [3], a scaling parameter of 0.45 was introduced between LVD and HVD. It was estimated
from the average unit cost of lines and cables in the
LVD and HVD. Costs per km for grid components
were considered from the cost catalogue [12]. The
resulting power distance in the LVD grid was multiplied by the scaling and added to the HVD power
distance to obtain a power distance output for the
full system. When using a scaling factor that implicitly includes scaling for technical specifications,
it has to be assumed that the underlying power
distance methods do not account for those factors.
However, the idealised grid method in the HVD grid
accounts for capacity per line and any method in
the LVD where distance and power are considered
accounts for transfer capacity to a certain extent.
The risk of double counting the effect of increased
transfer capacity per line is given. Thus a scaling
of 0.45 as previously suggested may overestimate
the difference in incurred cost between grid levels.

We propose to refrain from using a cost scaling
as long as consistent methods are used across
grid levels. If, an idealised grid method cannot be
applied in the LVD grid, we suggest investigating
method specific scaling parameters that reflect effects on differences in length and transfer capacity.
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7.3. Clusters to reflect the LVD
grid
The study Establishing nodes in the distribution
grid analysed the possibility to cluster metering
points into nodes [6]. In the context of power
distance calculations, nodes can be used instead
of substations to create idealised grids between
transformer stations and nodes. Details on the
clustering methods are discussed in more detailed
in that study. In this work, we focus on the question
whether clustered metering points can eliminate
the need for calculating a separate power distance
parameter in the LVD grid.
For this, we analyse two proposed clustering methods for one grid company each. Firstly,
a kmeans clustering where nodes are anchored
to the substation location and secondly, a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) where nodes are not
anchored. In both cases, no demand weighting was
applied, thus the demand per node is an aggregation of demand of underlying metering points.
By using anchored methods the location of
cluster centroids will be the same as the location
of substations. When building an idealised grid
and calculating power distance the only difference
stems from how demand per centroid/substation
is considered. For the idealised grid methods applied in the HVD grid, the demand per substations
is the sum of demand of metering points that are
geographically closest to a substation. In the clustering approach, the demand per cluster centroid is
the sum of all metering points within the cluster.
For clustering methods where the main criterion is
distance, the aggregated demand may be very similar between clustering centroids and substations.
When other factors are considered, the assigned
metering points may differ resulting in different demand per centroid, though total demand will remain
constant. A custom point weighting would entail
that the cluster centroid location (and/or demand)
is not determined by the average (or sum) of the
underlying metering points but from a weighted
average (or sum). An example can be that meter-
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ing points with high demand influence the location of the centroid more strongly, or that demand
from points further from the centroid are weighted
higher than for points close to the centroid.
Point weighting is not considered in the analysed clustering methods. Consequently, the resulting idealised grid and power distance will be
more similar to that using substations than when
a non-anchored method is used. Without any point
weighting, the results mainly reflect properties of
the HVD grid in a similar way as using an artificial
grid method on substations. We thus deem such a
method insufficient to capture the full grid system.
To account for the LVD grid additional parameters
would be necessary.
For non-anchored clusters the location of
cluster centroids does not coincide with the location of substations. Instead, the number of clusters
is pre-defined and the location is determined based
on the underlying metering points. The resulting
idealised grid will differ strongly from an idealised
grid built with substation data. Unless the number
of clusters is fixed to the number of substations,
a different number of connected nodes affects the
grid layout. For fewer nodes than substations, the
average line length is higher while the total line
length is lower. Since power distance is correlated
to total line length, using fewer nodes than substations will result in lower power distance, in most
cases. The choice of number of nodes is critical
to avoid skewed results between companies – i.e.
if the number of nodes is held constant for all
companies, the clustering may over-represent the
grid of a small company resulting in higher power
distance and under-represent large grid systems
resulting in lower power distance.
In this case, no demand weighting was applied
for each cluster. As a result, the dynamics in the
LVD grid are only partly captured by the location of
cluster centroids, but not by the demand per node,
used for building the idealised grid and computing
power distance.
Overall, the two analysed cases showed the
feasibility to use clusters in idealised grid methods but the sample size is too small for an in-
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depth analysis of results. To return to the question
of whether nodes can substitute power distance
methods in the low-voltage grid, we can deduct that
the methods in the analysed examples cannot.
From a qualitative assessment we can conclude that nodes that are anchored to substations,
where nodes are not weighted by any demand properties, offer a more exogenous method to build an
idealised grid in the HVD system but are insufficient to reflect the LVD grid. For the non-anchored
method, geographical properties in the LVD grid
can be captured by nodes but if the distribution of
demand is not used for weighting or node placement, this method would not sufficiently reflect the
LVD system either.
A further option would be to use the power
distance calculated in [6] within each cluster as
power distance for the LVD grid and an idealised
grid using nodes in the HVD grid. Assessing this
method would require more insight into the clustering methods and larger sample sizes that were not
available at the time of writing this report.

methods, i.e. idealised grid methods, across both
grid levels, method specific scaling parameters
should be considered.
At the time of writing, the concept of using clustering methods is not considered mature enough
for an in-depth analysis of its implications on power
distance. To reflect the properties of the LVD grid
in a node, we see un-anchored nodes with demand
weighting to be most promising.

7.4. Conclusion
We have confirmed that it is possible to apply an
idealised grid method to the full distribution grid
system as long as individual idealised grids can
be built per grid level. Any limitations concerning
computation and challenges related to underlying
data on the HVD and LVD level will directly translate
to results in the full grid system.
The results show that the difference in line
lengths and flow per line segment between grid
levels are reflected in the power distance. The
total length is fairly evenly split between LVD and
HVD level while the average length per connection
is significantly higher in the HVD grid. The HVD
power distance accounts for more 75% of total
system power distance for analysed companies.
Given that line length per grid level and required line
capacity are approximated with the artificial grid
method, we propose not to use additional scaling
of grid levels. If it is not possible to use consistent
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8. Geographical analysis
The main limitations of the artificial grid as a
method to represent the task of real grid systems,
is a) that it will always be radial and will not account for the meshes in the real grid, and b) it will
be composed of straight lines without considering
geographic obstacles. Therefore, a geographical
analysis is performed to identify any systematic
differences between the geographical properties of
real and artificial grid lines that would justify he
need for geographical corrections. This section
contains a description of the analyses, and the
associated results. The section is concluded with
our evaluation of the results and a verdict on the
potential need for geographical correction. The
analysis is only performed for the artificial grid in
the HVD. The geographical analysis is composed
of three parts:

Figure 8.1a. The vector data is converted to raster format, with 100x100 m dimension where each
raster has a defined area type. The rasterisation is
performed to align the analysis to the geographical
corrections performed as part of the DEA benchmarking. Figure 8.1c illustrates how the conversion
from vector to raster impacts the resolution of the
data. The conversion is done in a dedicated tool for
rasterisation in the geographic information system
QGIS.
The grid lines are extended with a 100 m buffer,
and thus converted from lines to area. The area
covered by this buffer is the area that is analysed
in terms of overlap. The buffer area is included
because of the accuracy of the grid data, and
because building a line usually entails some land
preparation and access for which the surrounding
area is relevant. The overlap for each area type is
defined as the fraction of the total grid area which
Terrain overlap: Analysis of overlap of the real
has a certain area type.
grid for all grid companies and artificial grid
for the reference group in the study [4] over
different terrain types. This includes different
area types and steepness levels.
Reflected line length: Analysis of the share of
total line length reflected by an artificial grid
compared to area types in the real grid.
(a) Original vector (b) Raster format (c) Overlap of grid
Real and artificial grid overlap: Analysis of overlap of real and artificial grid. It is done for all
artificial grids built in Section 5.

8.1. Terrain overlap
The area resource map and steepness map described in Section 3.2 both contain national geographical data. An extraction of the area type map
(AR50) in its original vector format is shown in
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format

and 100m buffer.

Figure 8.1.: Steps of the area type analysis.

The same procedure is used for steepness,
though the rasterisation step is not necessary since
the original data set has a 100x100 m raster format.
The degrees of steepness are divided into 7 groups
that reflect different terrains. The steepness categories are 0-3, 4-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-25, 26-45 and
46-90 degrees.
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Figure 8.2.: Share of area types crossed by all lines in
the Norwegian grid system.

The terrain analysis, including steepness and
area type analysis, is executed for for both the realand artificial grid for the companies in the reference
group. The area type analysis is also executed for
all Norwegian grid companies, and an overview of
the results on company level is provided in Section
A.1.
Figure 8.2 presents where grid is built on a
county wide basis, where forest and agriculture is
the most common location. Many lines and cables
are built in residential areas, which is needed to
supply customers. Some area types are less prominent, such as glaciers, water and marshes.
The main observation we get from this analysis, is that grid assets are built over forests and
agricultural areas to the largest extent, which are
easier to cross compared to, for example ocean
areas. It is conceivable that building over water
is avoided where possible, as submarine cables
are associated with a greater cost. The results
therefore align with where we expected the grid to
be located.
Comparing the real and artificial grid terrain
overlap, we observe that there are some deviations
between the intersected terrain types. Figure 8.3
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Areatype

Figure 8.3.: Comparison of overlap of the area types
for real and artificial grid for the reference group.

illustrates the percentage of the grid area that intersect the different area types for the real and
artificial grid.For most companies, differences are
very small and the share of lines crossing difficult
terrain is not significantly higher for the artificial
grid. The grid company with the largest deviations between real and artificial grid is Mørenett.
Namely, the artificial grid crosses more water bodies such as ocean and fresh water. Overall, even
for Mørenett the deviations are relatively small
and there is no clear indication that the artificial grids have unrealistic geographical properties
when compared to the real grid.
The same comparison for the steepness analysis is presented in Figure 8.4. For Glitre and
Mørenett, the lines are more evenly distrubuted
across steepness levels compared to Klepp and
Jæren, and they are also the ones with the largest
deviation between real and artificial grids in terms
of steepness. For Glitre, differences are small
and no lines cross extremely steep terrain. For
Mørenett, whose grid area is characterised by
mountains and fjords, larger deviations can be observed. Due to more lines crossing water bodies in
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Figure 8.4.: Comparison of overlap of the steepness
levels for real and artificial grid for the reference group.

the artificial grid, a larger share of total line length
has a steepness of 0 degrees. Strikingly the share
of lines in steep terrain is not higher for the artificial
grid, suggesting that the idealised grid lines do not
cross mountains more often than the real grid. Similar to the area type analysis, the overall deviation is
not significant for the analysed companies.

8.1.1. Reflected line length
An aspect that is not covered by the share of terrain
overlap, is the fact that the total line length in the
artificial grid is shorter than in the real grid. One
reason for longer lines in the real grid can be the
need to avoid obstacles and challenging terrain.
Another factor leading to longer lines in the real
grid, are meshes grids which are often found in
densely populated areas.
For all companies, where and idealised grid
could be built in the HVD system (see Section 5),
we can assess what share of real line length is
reflected by the artificial grid and how this relates to
the geographical conditions a grid company faces.
The share of real and artificial line length was also
shown in Figure 5.5. This indicator is compare to
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Figure 8.5.: Correlation between difficult terrain and
reflected line length.

the share of difficult terrain 1 in each grid area and
to the share of urban area.
We can see from Figure 8.5 that there is a slight
trend that companies with more challenging terrain
have longer lines in reality than in the artificial grid.
However, the correlation is not very pronounced.
There is no clear correlation between companies
with large urban areas, and reflected artificial line
length, as we see from Figure 8.6. The lack of
clear correlations between these factors, suggests
the artificial grid does not systematically result in
lower line lengths for grid companies with more
challenging terrain. Thus there is no evidence that
a geographical correction of the artificial grid is
necessary.

8.2. Real and artificial grid overlap
Even if the artificial grid is built over similar terrain
as the real grid, it does not necessarily mean that it
is built close to it, or reflects the paths of the real
grid. Therefore, we analyse the overlap between
real and artificial grid. The distance where a certain
1

Difficult terrain includes the area types glaciers, fresh water,
ocean, marshes, solid land.
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Figure 8.6.: Correlation between urban areas and reflected line length.
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Figure 8.8.: Overlap of artificial and real grid with an
increasing real grid buffer for selected companies,
including statistical quantities.

that all artificial grid lines are less than 250 m from
the real grid. The results for all companies are
summarised in Figure 8.8. We can see that there
is a trend towards a steep increase between 0 and
200 m, which is also reflected in the mean.

Figure 8.7.: Method to get a measure for how far away
the artificial grid is from the real grid. The artificial grid
buffer is kept constant (and small), while the real grid
buffer is increased.

The average grid company has at least 90%
of all artificial grid lines less than 1000 m from
the real grid. There are also some outliers. The
minimum, as we see in Figure 8.8 has a quite slow
increase in overlap, and clearly differs from the rest
of the companies. It is valuable to understand what
causes this deviation, however, it is clear from the
overview in Figure 8.8 that the general trend is that
the artificial grid is built close to the real grid. When
analysing the outliers we identify two main reasons
for the deviation.

level of overlap between real and artificial grid is
reached can be a proxy for how well the artificial Lacking coordinates for the metering points:
grid follows the path of real grid connections.
We can see from Figure 3.2 that many companies
To quantify to this, we did an analysis where have a big share of missing coordinates. This
the artificial grid has a constant, small buffer, while causes neglecting of substations when aggregatthe size of the real grid buffer is variable. The ing metering point consumption to substations and
methodology is illustrated in Figure 8.7. The degree therefore, the artificial grid will be built based on
of overlap between the two is calculated for each fewer substations than the real grid. An example is
real grid buffer.
displayed in Figure 8.9a. It is clear that the artificial
In this way, we can identify how far all, or part grids skip some substations, leading to a different
of, the artificial grid is from the real grid. Assume route. Missing coordinates for metering points has
that 100% of the artificial grid is covered by a real been a recurring challenge during the project, as
grid buffer of 250 m. It can then be concluded elaborated in section 3.2.
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(a) Lacking coordinates.

(b) Mismatch substation
owner.

Figure 8.9.: Examples of artificial grids being constructed based on data with insufficient data quality.
Yellow lines represent the artificial grid and blue lines
represent the real grid.

Substation owner/operator distinction: As
mentioned in section 3.2, a distinction between
operator and owner has not been performed in
the data handling, and the grid owner was used
as parameter to decide the owner of substations.
Therefore, another operators substations could
be included in the wrong grid. These substations
can be placed far from the real grid or lead to
the artificial grid having lines where there are no
existing lines. This causes the opposite problem
of point 1), where the artificial grid is built based
on a larger amount of substations. Figure 8.9b
illustrates this point.
In both cases the different anchoring point for
connections result in the artificial grid following
different paths than the real grid. However, for the
majority of companies with sufficient data quality,
the location of substations guides both the real and
artificial grids. As a result, most artificial grid lines
are placed close to existing lines in the real grid.

ate the real grid exactly, it should follow the same
principles and constraints.
Firstly, the terrain analysis shows us that there
is no systematic deviation between the real grid
and where the artificial grid is built. Even though
there are minor deviations, the artificial grid still
captures the variability of terrain across different
companies, and the artificial grid does not cross
challenging terrain to a larger extent than the real
grid.
Secondly, there is no clear correlation between
how challenging the terrain within a grid area is and
how much of the real line length is reflected in an
artificial grid.
Lastly, artificial grid lines are in most cases
close to the real grid, indicating that the paths
followed by the artificial grid are closely aligned to
the real grid. The overlapping of real and artificial
grid analysis underlines the importance of data
quality, and that good data input is a prerequisite
to construct representative artificial grids.
Overall, the fact that metering points, substations and transformer stations are used as anchoring points for idealised grids, guides the built lines
and leaves fewer options to deviate from the real
grid. The performed analysis concludes that no
geographical correction is necessary or justifiable.

8.3. Conclusion
The aim of the geographical analysis is to conclude
whether the artificial grid method gives unrealistic
line placement and if there are any systematic differences justifying a geographical correction factor
to be included in the method directly or ex post.
While it is not the aim of the artificial grid to duplic-
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9. A new output variable for reliability
The absolute Cost of Energy Not Supplied (CENS)
is significantly higher than the price of energy supplied (of the same quantity), for most customers.
To incentivise the grid companies to take supply
of reliability into consideration when building and
operating the grid, a compensation scheme (in
Norwegian: kvalitetsjusterte inntektsrammer ved
ikke levert energi (KILE)) is implemented. The
compensation scheme aims to estimate the CENS
of a given type of outage. This estimate is then
subtracted from the regulated maximum income
of the grid company, and thereby indirectly compensates the customer (as a group, not individually). However, the task of supplying reliability
is currently not considered in the benchmarking
model. Currently grid companies with a harder task
of supplying reliability than the average company,
are not compensated accordingly. It is reasonable
to assume that the difficulty of supplying reliability
varies from grid area to grid area. A fair benchmarking model should account for all differences
outside the control of the grid companies.

RME is considering implementing a separate
output variable in the DEA benchmarking model
that should quantify the task of supplying reliability
to a grid area. The design of such a variable is
challenging because a grid company can choose
to implement various measures, at given investment cost, that reduce the expected CENS, for
exampleby building reserve capacity. Since a grid
company’s opportunity to implement such measures can vary, an output variable should ideally
reflect the grid company’s true freedom of action.
This report builds on the results and open questions raised in [4].
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9.1. Previous work and scope
In last year’s report [4] we raised the question on
whether the task of the grid companies is 1) to
supply power and reliability or 2) to supply reliable
power. The distinction is subtle, but the answer
has implications on how the output variables are
constructed.
For 1), the integrated approach, reliability is
built into the already existing (or proposed) output
variables. In [4], we propose a reliability weighting
where each output variable is multiplied by a weight
given by each customer’s demand for reliability.
The weight can be selected to match the parameters used in the CENS compensation scheme to
represent different customer groups.
For 2), the isolated approach, we argued that
the task of supplying reliability should be studied
independently of all other tasks and corresponding
output variables. The DEA method is well suited for
efficiency benchmarking with multiple tasks.
In this report we pursue alternative 2), the isolated approach, and seek an independent single
output variable that can be used to represent the
whole task of supplying reliability. For the isolated
alternative, we proposed two sub-alternatives. A) a
distance independent alternative, and B) a distance
dependent alternative. Furthermore, we raised the
question on whether there exist any economies of
scale in supplying reliability and if so, how scaling
can be modelled in the output variables. In this
report, we address both the topic of distance and
scaling. A key question for both topics is whether
the benefits of modelling new effects, in terms of
a more fair benchmarking, are sufficiently large to
offset the necessary increase in complexity needed
to model the same effects. The topic of how
distance affects outage probability is discussed
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in Section 9.3, and scaling effects are discussed
in Section 9.6. In addition to these two topics,
what parameters to use as input in the CENS compensation scheme was raised in [4] as an open
question. Estimation of CENS is discussed in Sections 9.4 and 9.5, where we argue that computed
costs should reflect the expected CENS, as defined
in the compensation scheme, for a customer with a
given set of characteristics (type of customer and
demand).

is important not to infer causal relationships from
correlations. Specifically, the observed outage frequency in historical outage data is the result of
company decisions. That is, optimising the tradeoff between CENS and grid investment in redundancy, operational readiness, etc.

9.2. Methodology

Assume each customer 𝑖 is given a reliability score
𝑅𝑖 reflecting the task of supplying reliability to that
particular customer. The score 𝑅𝑖 will depend on
internal characteristics such as customer type and
consumption profile, but not on external factors
such as location in the grid, distance to substations and transformer stations, characteristics of
neighbouring customers, etc. An output variable
for reliability in the DEA analysis will necessarily
be a function of the internal characteristics for all
customers 𝑓(𝑅1 , 𝑅2 , ...). In addition, one or several
of the external factors can be included. In this section we investigate how a distance parameter 𝐷𝑖 ,
for customer 𝑖, can be incorporated into the output
variable, i.e 𝑓(𝑅1 , 𝐷1 , 𝑅2 , 𝐷2 , ...). We will also use the
assumption that the task of supplying reliability to
a grid area with 𝑁 customers is the superposition
of supplying reliability to each customer, that is

To investigate the effects of distance and scaling,
we rely heavily on information provided by grid
companies, either through interviews or independent data analysis with data provided by the grid
companies or publicly available statistics. The
following grid companies were interviewed:
Arva
Glitre Energi Nett
Klepp Energi Nett
Lede
Linja
Vesterålskraft Nett
The interviews focused on the three topics discussed in this chapter: 1) Distance vs. the task
of supplying reliability, 2) Scaling vs. the task of
supplying reliability, and 3) Evaluation of CENS risk
and how CENS affect investment decisions.
For all sources of information (interviews or
data sources), we are interested in identifying the
underlying conditions affecting how challenging
the task of supplying reliability is. How the the grid
companies haven chosen to solve this task is of
less importance. In other words, we want to find
the sum of conditions or circumstances that affect
how challenging it is to build, maintain and operate
a sufficiently reliable network, and the conditions
or circumstances that affect the probability of an
outage occurring. Especially in analysing data, it
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9.3. Distance vs. the task of
supplying reliability

𝑁

𝑓(𝑅1 , 𝐷1 , 𝑅2 , 𝐷2 , ...𝑅𝑁 , 𝐷𝑁 ) = ∑ 𝑓𝑖 (𝑅𝑖 , 𝐷𝑖 )

(9.1)

𝑖

for some 𝑓𝑖 depending only on characteristics for
customer 𝑖. In Section 9.6, we will study scaling
effects that can possibly break this superposition
principle.
A grid consists of several components. In
FASIT (norwegian: ”Feil og AvbruddsStatistikk I
Kraftforsyningen”) [11], around 30 different grid
components are defined. Each outage reported
in FASIT is, if known, classified by a cause and
by the type of originating component. Examples
of grid components include transformers, substations, cables, power lines, metering systems, bus-
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72%
16%

Cable
Circuit breakers
Component not specified
Other components
Power line
Transformers and substations

55%
18%
7%

4%
7%
Dependent

10%
10%

Independent Not specified

Figure 9.1.: Share of energy not supplied per component type and differentiated by distance dependent or
distance independent probability of failure.

bars and circuit breakers. Of these only lines and
cables have a geographical extent, and the probability of an outage occurring in either a power line
or a cable is clearly distance dependent. Some
of the causes for other components might also be
distance-related, but the exact functional relationship is less clear. An example could be transformer
or substation failures caused by lightning. Erring on
the conservative side we classify cables and power
lines as having a distance-dependent probability
of failure, and all other components a distanceindependent probability of failure.
Figure 9.1 shows the share of reported energy
not supplied differentiated by component type and
whether a probability of failure in a given component is distance-dependent or independent as
reported in [11] for the years 2009-2018. We see
that failures originating in the distance dependent
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components account for 72% of the total energy
not supplied. If we assume that the same distribution holds for the uncategorised failures, distancedependent components account for 80% of the
total energy not supplied. This result is confirmed
in the interviews. All interviewed grid companies
agreed that outage probability is highly correlated
with the distance between transformer and substation, and that most of the outages counted in the
CENS compensation scheme are associated with
the line/cable itself. Technical failures in the components are rare or negligible. The exact functional
relationship between distance and outage probability is hard to determine. Some grid companies
report that they observe a superlinear relationship
between distance and outage probability (longer
radials have a higher outage probability per line
length, than shorter radials). However, it is challenging to isolate the distance factor from other
potential external factors. For example, the length
of radials might also be correlated with population
density and climatic factors.
The probability of failure for lines is significantly higher than for cables. The total line length
is only about 1.5 times longer than total cable
length, but power line related outages result in
about 3.4 times as much energy not supplied as
cable failures. The interviewed grid companies
report that the high CENS associated with lines
has affected the selection process for new grid
connections. Although the probability of failure
is higher for power lines than cables, the cost of
identifying and fixing a cable failure is higher than
for lines. Some grid companies report that cables
are preferred in all areas where laying cables is
geologically feasible. Other companies report that
lines are chosen in areas with no reserve options
due to the high cost and long time for cable repairs.
The choice between cables and lines is an example
of how the decisions made by the grid companies
affect the various costs associated with building
and operating a power grid. There is a trade-off
between CENS, up-front investments, maintenance
costs and inspection costs. Grid companies seek
to find the optimal selection of grid components
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and solutions on a case-by-case basis, and solu- this point we have two options, a constant model
tions observed on an aggregated level might not 𝑓𝑖 (𝑅𝑖 ) = 𝑏(𝑅𝑖 ) or a linear model 𝑓𝑖 (𝑅𝑖 , 𝐷𝑖 ) = 𝑎(𝑅𝑖 )𝐷𝑖 .
coincide with the locally optimal solution.
Both models are illustrated in Figure 9.2, along
A general function trying to capture the task with the assumed correct model (9.5). The figure
of supplying reliability to a customer 𝑖 might be shows total costs of supplying reliability (y-axis)
constructed as a weighted sum of each component as a function of distance (x-axis). We see that
the best model depends on the share of failures
in the HVD grid relevant to customer 𝑖. That is,
caused by components with distance dependent
𝑀
probability of failure. Using the observed 80% share
𝑓𝑖 (𝑅𝑖 , 𝐷𝑖 ) = ∑ 𝑤𝑗 𝑔𝑗 (𝑅𝑖 , 𝐷𝑖 )
(9.2) reported in FASIT [11], we conclude that the linear
𝑗=1
model is the best non-parametric alternative for
where 𝑔𝑗 incorporates the probability failure for representing distance in an output variable for the
component 𝑗 and represents the cost of supplying task of supplying reliability. We thus choose the
reliability by using component 𝑗. Note that the parametric form
term component is used here in an extended sense,
meaning the origin of any grid failure. The weights
𝑤𝑗 must represent the optimal selection of grid
components, for example the optimal selection of
lines vs. cables. And here lies the problem of
designing an output variable of the form (9.2), selecting the correct weights is intractable. Furthermore, (9.2) is a parametric model which breaks with
the non-parametric principles currently used in the
DEA benchmark model.
Next, we simplify and assume an affine relationship between distance and the cost of supplying reliability, i.e.
𝑓𝑖 (𝑅𝑖 , 𝐷𝑖 ) = 𝑎1 (𝑅𝑖 )𝐷𝑖 + ... + 𝑎𝑀 (𝑅𝑖 )𝐷𝑖 + ...

(9.3)

+ 𝑏1 (𝑅𝑖 ) + ... + 𝑏𝑀 (𝑅𝑖 )

(9.4)

where 𝑎1 (𝑅𝑖 ) + 𝑎2 (𝑅𝑖 ) + ... represents the cost scaling for the components with distance dependent
outage probability (cables and power lines) and
𝑏1 (𝑅𝑖 ) + 𝑏2 (𝑅𝑖 ) + ... represents the costs scaling for
the components with distance independent outage
probability. Defining 𝑎(𝑅𝑖 ) = 𝑎1 (𝑅𝑖 ) + ... + 𝑎𝑀 (𝑅𝑖 )
and 𝑏(𝑅𝑖 ) = 𝑏1 (𝑅𝑖 ) + ... + 𝑏𝑀 (𝑅𝑖 ), we have
𝑓𝑖 (𝑅𝑖 , 𝐷𝑖 ) = 𝑎(𝑅𝑖 )𝐷𝑖 + 𝑏(𝑅𝑖 ).

(9.5)

The complexity of (9.5) is significantly reduced
compared to (9.2), but (9.5) is still a parametric model, and settling on values for 𝑎(𝑅𝑖 ) and
𝑏(𝑅𝑖 ) might lead to unwanted incentive effects. At
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𝑓𝑖 (𝑅𝑖 , 𝐷𝑖 ) = 𝑎(𝑅𝑖 )𝐷𝑖

(9.6)

for the cost of supplying reliability. How to select
the coefficient 𝑎(𝑅𝑖 ) is the topic of the next sections.
Regarding computation of 𝐷𝑖 , we need to define
what end-points to calculate the distance between.
For radials, the shortest path between the substation and transformer station is a natural choice.
However, some grid companies report that the
probability of outage for a customer along a radial
is more correlated with the total length of the radial, than the distance between the customer and
connected transformer station. Without other supply options, customers closer to the transformer
will often be affected by grid failures further out
along the radial. This observation has implication
for how the distance parameter 𝐷𝑖 for customer 𝑖
is computed. Implications related to exogeneity
and incentive effects should also be considered
when evaluating the various alternatives for distance. Some consistency between the distance
used in the power distance variable and the reliability variable is recommended. When idealised grid
methods are used to compute power distance, the
connection to each point will be uniquely defined.
The shortest connection between substation and
transformer station is thus given by the radial to the
substation.
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Best linear fit

Best linear fit
Assumed true
relationship

Assumed true
relationship
Best constant fit

(a) 20% of failures caused by components with distance
dependent probability of failure

Best constant fit

(b) 80% of failures caused by components with distance
dependent probability of failure

Figure 9.2.: Cost supplying reliability (y-axis) vs. distance (x-axis), with lines showing best linear fit (green), best
constant fit (grey), and assumed true affine relationship (blue) with 20% (left) and 80% (right) of failures caused
by components with distance dependent probability of failure.

9.4. CENS as an upper bound
for the task of supplying
reliability
The task of supplying reliability, given by (9.1)
and (9.6), includes but is not limited to the CENS.
Any measures the grid company implements to
avoid CENS will lower the total expected cost of
supplying reliability. The costs of the implemented
measures are lower than the avoided CENS, since
only measures that are less expensive than the
corresponding reduction in CENS are implemented.
CENS therefore form an upper bound for the cost of
supplying reliability.
In Section 9.3, we introduced the reliability
score 𝑅𝑖 for customer 𝑖. The reliability score was
vaguely defined as the task of supplying reliability to customer 𝑖 based on internal characteristics
such as customer type and consumption profile,
but excluding external factors that the grid company can affect. Using the upper bound discussed
in the paragraph above, we can now more precisely
state that 𝑅𝑖 is the expected CENS over a time
period for customer 𝑖. Measures that reduce the
cost of supplying reliability will be external to the
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customer. Such measures should therefore not in
any way be accounted for in the definition of 𝑅𝑖 ,
but instead be accounted for through the coefficient 𝑎(⋅) introduced in (9.6). Modelling measures
that reduce the cost of supplying reliability relative to CENS (e.g. building reserve capacity, colocalisation of high-demand-for-reliability customers, economies of scale in operation and maintenance, etc.) is the topic of Section 9.6. Principles for
computing the reliability score 𝑅𝑖 as a score based
on the expected CENS is discussed in Section 9.5

9.5. Computing normalised and
expected CENS
In [4], what parameters in the CENS compensation
scheme to use in the reliability score, especially
outage duration, was flagged as an open question.
In Section 9.4, we argue that the parameters used in
the estimation of CENS for a given customer, with
given customer type and demand profile, should be
selected such that the computed total CENS reflect
the expected CENS for that customer. To comply
with this viewpoint, each parameter representing
an outage duration interval should be assigned a
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weight based on the probability that an outage with 𝑐𝑔. Next, an estimator for the expected CENS 𝐾𝑗̂ for
that duration occurs. Similarly, each correction a customer 𝑗 in customer group 𝑐𝑔(𝑗) and reference
factor, for hour of day, day of week, or month of demand 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑗 can be constructed as
year, should be assigned a weight based on the
𝐾𝑗̂ = 𝐾𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐,𝑐𝑔 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑗 .
(9.9)
probability that an outage occurs in a specific time
frame.
Note that this estimator assumes that outage cost
The incurred CENS, as specified in [13], §9-2,
scales linearly with reference demand. We believe
for an outage 𝑖 is calculated as
this is justifiable since the majority of customers
within a customer group often has demand in the
𝐾𝑖 =𝑓1,𝑚(𝑖),𝑐𝑔(𝑖) 𝑓2,𝑑(𝑖),𝑐𝑔(𝑖) 𝑓3,ℎ(𝑖),𝑐𝑔(𝑖)
same scale of magnitude. Note also that the spe(9.7)
× 𝑘𝑐𝑔(𝑖),𝑡(𝑖) 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑖
cific factor averages are of lesser importance. The
main purpose is to form a level reference point.
where 𝑐𝑔 is the customer type, 𝑡 the outage durSystematic biases on grid level are compensated
ation, 𝑚 the month of year, 𝑑 the day of week, ℎ
by the design of the coefficient 𝑎(⋅) in Section 9.6.
the hour of day, 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , 𝑓3 correction factors, 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑖 the
reference demand of the affected customer, and 𝑘
the cost per power demand (in kr/kW). Of these 9.6. Economies of scale for the
factors only the customer type is known a-priori to
task of supplying reliability
an outage.
For the remaining factors we suggest to use
historical sample averages for all grid areas in
Norway. Using national data, in contrast to using
local company-specific data, reduces the problem
of endogeneity. This suggestion is also in line
with how the grid companies report that estimated
CENS is calculated for internal grid planning decisions. Several of the interviewed grid companies
report that they use historical national averages
collected in FASIT for this purpose. National averages are used both for outage duration, and time
of day/week/month correction factors. Some grid
companies report that historical averages are even
used for the distribution of customer types.

(9.8)

In (9.1), in the introduction to Section 9.3, we parameterised the total cost of supplying reliability as
the superposition of functions reflecting the task
supplying reliability to each customer. This restriction sets limitations on how dependencies between
different customers that affect the total cost of
supplying reliability, can be modelled. This loss
of generality significantly reduces the number of
design possibilities, and therefore makes the task
of incorporating scaling effects into the reliability metric more tractable. Moreover, parameters
based on the grid area as a whole can still be used
to define 𝑎(⋅).
Measures to reduce expected CENS fall into
one or both of the following categories. 1) Measures that reduce the probability of an outage happening (prevention), and 2) measures that reduce
the severity of the consequences if they do happen (mitigation). Examples of possible measures
include, but are not limited to:

where 𝐾𝑖 is the cost of outage 𝑖 as defined in (9.7),
𝐼 is the set of all outages affecting all customers
in customer group 𝑐𝑔 (counted for each customer),
and 𝐽 is the set of all customers in customer group

Choice of grid component quality and type
of technology affects the fault probability. A
trade-off between increased grid investments
and reductions in expected future CENS must
be made.

Specifically, to estimate the expected CENS
over a year for a customer belonging to customer
group 𝑐𝑔, we first compute the specific cost for that
customer group as
𝐾𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐,𝑐𝑔 =

∑𝑖∈𝐼 𝐾𝑖
∑𝑗∈𝐽 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑗
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Building reserve capacity does not reduce the consider unlikely.
fault probability, but affects the outage probabThe problem with the model (9.11) is that it
ility by adding redundancy in the grid.
is scale invariant, meaning that a given relative
Operating decisions such as increasing the op- change in 𝑅𝑖 produces the same relative change
erator response time or building better grid in 𝑎(𝑅𝑖 ) irrespective of the level of 𝑅𝑖 . In other
monitoring systems might reduce the duration words, the scaling effect is the same for all levels
of 𝑅𝑖 . This might not hold for all types of measures
of an outage.
that the grid companies can choose to implement:
Prioritisation and smarter allocation of service Some measures might yield different cost savings
personnel between simultaneous outage loca- depending on the total demand for reliability.
tions might reduce the total incurred CENS.
In the remaining part of this section we will
As the degree to which a grid company has the op- consider the measure of building grid redundancy.
tion to implement CENS-reducing measures might For each grid with a given demand (for reliabilvary, the output DEA variable for reliability should, ity) distribution, there exists an optimal trade-off
ideally, capture these differences. We are therefore between between grid redundancy and CENS. That
interested in quantifying the cost of any potential is
measures. However, as mentioned in Section 9.4,
𝑎(𝑅𝑖 ) = min(𝑓𝑐 (𝑅𝑖 , 𝑁) + 𝑓𝑟 (𝑁)).
(9.12)
𝑁
only measures that lead to reductions in CENS
larger than the cost of the measure itself will be where 𝑓𝑐 (𝑅𝑖 , 𝑁) is the expected CENS and 𝑓𝑟 (𝑁) the
implemented. This observation yields a natural cost of building and operating reserve capacity. For
starting point and benchmark for evaluating poten- simplicity, as an illustration, first assume that the
cost of building a reserve capacity to customer 𝑖
tial measures. We require that 𝑎(⋅) satisfy
scales with the number of redundant connections
𝑎(𝑅𝑖 ) ≤ 𝑅𝑖 ∀𝑅𝑖 + 𝑎0 ∈ [0, ∞).
(9.10) 𝑁 as
𝑓𝑟 (𝑁) = 𝑐𝑖 (1 + 𝑁)𝛾2
(9.13)
for any constant 𝑎0 ≥ 0.
where 𝛾2 > 0 is a constant, and that the expected
An often suggested model that satisfy (9.10) is
CENS is given by
𝛽

𝑎(𝑅𝑖 ) = 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑎0

(9.11)

for 𝛽 ∈ [0, 1]. We interpret 𝛽 as the scaling parameter quantifying the collective degree to which
alternative measures for CENS reductions are available. 𝛽 = 1 implies that no scaling effects are
present – there are no actions available to the
grid company for reducing CENS, and the cost of
supplying reliability is equal to the CENS. 𝛽 = 0,
i.e. 𝑎 ≡ 1, implies that the task of supplying
reliability is independent of the CENS and therefore
also the demand for reliability. This means that any
increase in the demand for reliability will not lead to
any cost increase for supplying this reliability. 𝛽 <
0 is excluded from the allowable range since this
would imply decreasing cost of supplying reliability
as the demand for reliability increases, which we
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𝑓𝑐 (𝑅𝑖 , 𝑁) = 𝑅𝑖 (1 + 𝑁)−𝛾1 .

(9.14)

where 𝛾2 > 0 is a constant. The optimal tradeoff between CENS and building reserve capacity in
terms of 𝑁 can then be found to be
𝑁=

𝑅𝑖 𝛾1 −𝛾1 −𝛾2
− 1,
𝑐𝑖 𝛾2

(9.15)

which when inserted into (9.12) gives
𝑎(𝑅𝑖 ) = 𝑅𝑖 (

𝑅𝑖 𝛾1 −2𝛾1 −𝛾2
𝑅 𝛾 −𝛾1
) + 𝑐𝑖 ( 𝑖 1
).
𝑐𝑖 𝛾2
𝑐𝑖 𝛾2

(9.16)

Since 𝑓𝑐 (𝑅𝑖 , 0) = 𝑅𝑖 and 𝑓𝑟 (1) = 𝑎0 , (9.16) obviously
satisfy (9.10). The model (9.11) however cannot be
used to model reserve capacity: No constant 𝛽 can
be found.
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The parameter 𝛾2 can be used to model grid
complexity which we define as a measure of how
interconnected and dense the grid is. Cities and
other densely populated areas might have a large
𝛾2 , while less densely populated areas with long radials and long distances between customers have
a smaller 𝛾2 . The model (9.13) then implies that for
high complexity grid it is optimal to build comparatively more reserve capacity, and for low complexity
grids to not build reserve capacity, but instead take
the expected CENS.
The need to differentiate grid companies based
on grid complexity is also supported by information
provided in the interviews, where we observed that
grid companies with more densely populated and
interconnected grid more often choose to build
reserve capacity.
A complicating factor is that the demand for
reliability can be specified individually for separate
regions belonging to the same grid companies.
This yields individual trade-offs between expected
CENS and building reserve capacity for each grid
region. Some of the grid companies confirm that
they do differentiate between regions with different
demand for reliability. This is especially true for
grid companies with a less interconnected grid (low
complexity) since identifying separate regions is
easier than in a highly interconnected grid. Such
separate areas are often areas with a very homogeneous customer composition, for example industrial parks or cabin areas.

9.7. Recommendations
In this chapter, we have discussed how distance
affects the outage probability and how this dependency can be modelled. We have suggested how
to compute the expected CENS based on historical
sample average, and we have discussed various
optional measures that might reduce the total cost
of supplying reliability.
In making a final recommendation on how supply of reliability should be incorporated into the
DEA model, we need to weigh modelling accuracy
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against model complexity. Factors such as incentive effects and fairness should also be considered.
A good principle is to opt for the simpler model if
exogeneity and fairness can not be guaranteed for
all circumstances for all grid companies. A simpler
model is also more transparent and therefore has
a lower risk of having unforeseen side effects.
The question on how to model distance and
compute expected CENS is fairly straight forward
and should be uncontroversial. Summing up the
conclusions provided in earlier sections, we suggest to model distance with a linear model dependent on total distance, and to use nationwide
historical sample averages to compute expected
CENS.
Regarding the scaling effects, we showed that
the simple model (9.11) cannot accurately model
the trade-off between building reserve capacity and
taking the expected CENS. A very simple model
to capture this trade-off requires fitting two independent parameters (𝛾1 , 𝛾2 ) and a cost parameter
for each customer (𝑐𝑖 ). Other scaling effects might
require even more parameters, and combing several scaling effects will necessarily result in a very
complex model. Moreover, even if a sufficiently
accurate model can be constructed, designing procedures to estimate the parameters seems challenging. However, since the cost of supplying
reliability is probably significantly lower than the
expected CENS for most grid companies, some
form of scaling seems appropriate. The simple
model (9.11) might be an alternative in this regard,
with 𝛽 < 1. Since this model is not theoretically
justifiable, we have no recommendation on how
to select 𝛽. However, we conclude this section
by discussing some implications on fairness for
different choices of 𝛽: Consider two grid companies. First, the grid company ”City grid” which
serves a highly populated area, and has a lot of
grid redundancy and options for delivering power
to the customers. Second, the ”Rural grid” which
has many long radials, few customers connected
to the same substation, and few reserve options
for many of the customers. For the ”Rural grid”
the cost of building a new reserve connection to
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some of the customers located on long radials is
high compared to the expected reduction in CENS.
They therefore opt to take the CENS. For the ”City
grid”, only a very short new line is needed to provide
a new redundant connection to a group of customers. The cost of building this line is small
compared to the expected total reduction in CENS.
They therefore opt to build this new line. For the
”City grid” which has many profitable options for
reducing the total cost of supplying reliability, a
low 𝛽 value is appropriate. Assigning a too high
𝛽 value to this company is to overestimate the
task of supplying reliability. Conversely, the ”Rural
grid” has few options to reduce the total cost of
supplying reliability, and a 𝛽 closer to one might
be more appropriate. Assigning a too low 𝛽 to this
company is unfair.
Without any guidelines for how to select the
𝛽 parameter, the best alternative is to select a
common 𝛽 parameter to all grid companies. As the
above example illustrates, no matter what value is
selected, some grid companies will always end up
being compensated too little. However, as a final
remark, the model discussed above should be compared to the current benchmarking model which
does not compensate any of the grid companies for
the cost of supplying reliability.
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10. Further considerations
10.1. Angular proximity
The term angular proximity was coined in earlier
work on new output parameters [3]. It was proposed as a method to compute a power distance
parameter in the low-voltage distribution grid. The
concept is based on the rationale that connection
points that lie within a small angle of each other
can more easily be supplied together than points
that are located at a larger angle from each other.
By considering angular proximity, the distribution
of demand in the LVD grid can be reflected without
the need for idealised grid lines.
In previous work, the angular proximity method
was defined and applied to a set of test cases.
Feedback from stakeholders in the distribution grid
showed that the mathematical concept was not
as intuitive as other methods and not sufficiently
communicated. In addition, parameters used in the
computation of angular proximity power distance,
namely 𝛼 the cost scaling and 𝜎 the standard distribution of angles, had not been analysed in detail.
In the following section, we re-introduce the
concept of angular proximity and its application for
power distance calculations. This is followed by
an assessment of the parameters 𝜎 and 𝛼 for the
method and a discussion of the methods suitability
in computing new output parameters.

Figure 10.1.: Schematic of angular proximity with a
fixed angle 𝜑

points are close to each other if the angle between
them is low. In the example, the angle between
two points is fixed at 𝜑. Depending on the distance
between each point and the origin, defined as radius 𝑟𝑖 , the distance between the two points, defined
as 𝑑𝑖 , increases. What remains constant at a fixed
angle is the ratio of radius and distance.

To better illustrate this relation, the distance
between two points for some exemplary angles
and radii to the origin are summarised in Table 10.1.
To pick out one case, two points positioned at an
angle of 20° are just below 2 m apart when both are
10.1.1. The concept of angular proxim- located at 5 m from the origin. At a larger distance
of 100 m from the origin the distance between them
ity
increases to 35 m. The ratio of distance between
Angular proximity reflects how close, in terms of the points and radius, i.e. distance from the points
angle, connection points are to each other. Figure to the origin, is constant at 35 %.
10.1 illustrates the concept of angular proximity for
At angles below 60°, the distance between two
a specified angle. Rather than assuming two points points is lower than their radius to the origin. For
are in proximity if the distance between them is larger angles the radius is smaller than the distance
below a certain value, angular proximity suggests between two points while at 60° the distance is the
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same as the radius. This is also illustrated by the
ratio of distance to radius 𝑑/𝑟 that lies above 100 %
for angles above 60° and below 100 % for lower
angles.

10.1.2. Angular proximity for power
distance
The concept of angular proximity in the context
of reflecting grid systems, argues that the relative
distance between two points compared to the distance of these points to the origin (substation) is
a relevant indicator for how challenging the task
of supplying multiple connection points is. It is
assumed that the task of supplying power to two
points that lie within a small angle of each other is
easier than supplying two points with a larger angle
between them. Previously, the analogy of power
lines was used. To exemplify this analogy one can
refer to Figure 10.2. Points within the angle 𝜑 are
assumed to be connected with one line. The exact
layout of lines is only exemplary and is not relevant
for further considerations as the method does not
rely on creating idealised grid systems. Another
connection point located at an angle larger than 𝜑
from any other connection point will be supplied by
a separate line.
In the illustrated example, the decision to connect the red point with a separate line seems intuitive. But the question becomes: at what angle
is connecting (supplying) two points that are near
each other with one line (and a smaller branch)
more efficient than connecting these points separately to the substation? For this, we can consider
the total distance to connect both points. If two
metering points are located at a radius 𝑟 from the
substation they can either be connected by two
lines resulting in a line length of 2 ⋅ 𝑟 or by a shared
connection. For the shared connection we need to
consider the distance between the metering points
give as 𝑑 = 2 ⋅ 𝑟 sin(𝜑/2). The total length will
be lower for a shared connection if 𝑟 + 𝑑 < 2 ⋅ 𝑟
and thus if sin(𝜑/2) > 0.5. Following this logic,
the angle for which a shared connection results in
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Figure 10.2.: Illustration of the analogy between angular proximity and placement of lines

lower line length is 60°. This is in line with results
from Table 10.1.
We identify 60° degrees to be the marginal
angle where a shared connection is preferred over
two separate connections.
To compute the power distance, a normal distribution around each point is defined. The mean of
the normal distribution is the angle 𝜑𝑖 , the intensity
of the distribution is defined by 𝑃𝑖 ⋅ 𝑑𝑖1/𝛼 . The power
distance is then calculated as the area under the
distribution scaled by 𝛼 across all angles. For an
individual point the area will be equal to 𝑃𝑖𝛼 𝑑𝑖 , irrespective of which standard deviation is assumed.
The aspect of angular proximity comes into play
when looking at the distribution of several points.
With a low assumed standard deviation the distributions do not overlap and the area under the sum
of distributions will be equal to the power distance
of each point ∑𝑖 𝑃𝑖𝛼 𝑑𝑖 . When distributions overlap,
scaling the sum of distributions by 𝛼 gives an area
that is lower than ∑𝑖 𝑃𝑖𝛼 𝑑𝑖 . The power distance of
supplying two points in angular proximity is lower
than the power distance of supplying to points with
a large angle between them. Here, points are in angular proximity when the distributions overlap. At
what angular distance to each other distributions
overlap depends on the choice of 𝜎.
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Table 10.1.: Distance between two points 𝑑𝑖 at a given distance and angle
Angle 𝜑 [deg]

0.5

5

10

20

45

60

90

5
10

0.04
0.09

0.44
0.87

0.87
1.74

1.74
3.47

3.83
7.65

5.00
10.00

7.07
14.14

50
100
200

0.44
0.87
1.75

4.36
8.72
17.45

8.72
17.43
34.86

17.36
34.73
69.46

38.27
76.54
153.07

50.00
100.00
200.00

70.71
141.42
282.84

𝑑/𝑟

1%

9%

17%

35%

77%

100%

141%

Radius 𝑟 [m]

10.1.3. Input variables for the angular
proximity method
The two main input variables to the calculation of
power distance using the angular proximity method
are:
𝛼 The cost scaling parameter that reflects how
the cost of transmission scales with transferred power.
𝜎 The standard deviation of angular distributions.
Concerning 𝛼, the arguments made in earlier work
concerning cost scaling with transfer capacity also
hold true for the angular proximity method. Despite the fact that this method does not use a grid
nor power lines, the power distance is calculated
using the distance to each point and the demand
at each point. The cost of transferring power to
or from each customer will scale with the required
transfer capacity, set by the demand at each point.
Previously, 𝜎 was set to 𝛼 = 0.4, which when
converted from radians to degrees equals to 23°.
It was argued that the cost scaling of lines also
affects the choice of building individual or shared
lines. But no further analyses were performed. We
now conclude that the cost scaling is accounted for
in the way the distributions are scaled and should
not be part of the definition of 𝜎. Similar to using a
MST to build an idealised grid in the LVD level the
cost scaling is only applied in computing the power
distance not in the process of connecting points.
This is considered sufficient in the LVD grid where
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Figure 10.3.: Example of the distributions around two
angles at a distance of 60° with a standard deviation
of 𝜎 = 10°

average distances between points and the average
load per connection point are low.
To define a more accurate proxy for the standard deviation 𝜎 we refer to the above analysis. We
concluded that the marginal angle at which connecting two points across a shared line is beneficial
compared to two separate lines is 60°. Below
60° degrees a shared connection brings marginal
benefit and above 60° separate connections are
marginally beneficial. We can thus state that the
angle of 60° is where the distributions of two points
marginally overlap. For any normal distribution
more than 99% of points lie within ±3𝜎. We can
argue that a marginal overlap occurs at the distance of 3𝜎 from each point. The resulting relation
𝜋
is then 6𝜎 = 60° and 𝜎 = 10° or in radians
=
18
0.17. This is illustrated in Figure 10.3. The two
distributions reflect two connection points located
at the angles 90° and 150°. The height of the
distributions reflects the radius from the origin and
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the power per point. With a standard deviation of
𝜎 = 10° the edges of the distributions just overlap.
When computing the power distance, the overlap
will result in a lower value than if the two distributions were not touching. At an angle between the
two points of less than 60° the overlap increases,
and the reduction in power distance becomes more
pronounced.

10.1.4. Comparison to idealised grid
method in LVD
Previous studies recommended angular proximity
as the most suitable method for computing power
distance in the low-voltage distribution grid. It
was argued that angular proximity reflects decision
factors in the real grid more accurately than other
simpler methods such as customer density or euclidean distance. However, in previous work, the
use of idealised grid methods in the LVD grid was
deemed too complex and was not investigated further. The work described in Section 6 offers new
insight into the use of idealised grid methods for
the LVD grid and allows for a more detailed qualitative comparison to the angular proximity method.
Firstly, the angular proximity method is less
computationally intensive than even the simplest
idealised grid method but may still encounter limitations. The idealised grid method applied in
Section 6 could not provide results for the largest
datasets. For the largest company, the assignment
of metering points to substations could not be
performed due to high memory requirements. This
issue of memory use would be a similar limitation
for the angular proximity method, as it also relies on
the assignment of metering points to substations.
However, the assignment is also a critical step
in being able to aggregate demand to substation
level and thereafter computing power distance in
the HVD grid. No matter which method is chosen
in the LVD grid, the problem of memory use has
to be overcome or other ways of approximating
substation demand (e.g nodes, or aggregation of
real connections) need to be found, in order to use
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a power distance method in the HVD level. For
other large companies, the process of building an
idealised grid in the LVD system reached limitations
as the memory requirements increase with every
new connection. This limitation would not occur
when using the angular proximity method as it does
not rely on an iterative process.
In terms of reflecting cost drivers and investment decisions in the real grid, angular proximity
considers relative distance and cost scaling, while
the use of an idealised Prim grid is purely distance
based. Unlike the artificial grid method applied in
the HVD grid, the idealised grid method applied
in the LVD grid in Section 6 does not account for
the distribution of power demand across customers and only uses distance between points as a
deciding factor. The cost scaling of lines with
transfer capacity through the 𝛼 parameter is not
considered in building the grid and only applied in
computing power distance. For the angular proximity, relative distance between metering points and
substation as well as cost scaling is considered
throughout the computation. Note that one should
not be misled by the visual connection of points in
an idealised grid compared to the more abstract
method of angular proximity that cannot be visualised through simple lines. While the former resembles a network visually, the latter reflects grid
properties better.
Another relevant factor that needs discussion,
is the combination of grid level results to obtain a
single power distance value for the full distribution
grid. In this respect, using idealised grid methods
on both levels offers a simple way of combining the
results, as described in Section 7. When angular
proximity is used in the LVD grid and an idealised
grid in the HVD grid, different methods and thus
underlying assumptions are applied on each level.
Combining the results is less straight-forward in
this case and would require more in-depth analysis.
Overall, the angular proximity method offers
two advantages over the Prim idealised method:
it reflects the grid properties better and could potentially overcome the computational challenges in
the LVD grid. However, the combination of results
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Figure 10.4.: Spread between mean and maximum
value for different time aggregation for selected companies

on HVD and LVD level would favour applying idealised grid methods in both levels.

10.2. Variability of demand
It has previously been argued that the maximum
value, for either consumption or production, is representative of the task to build sufficient grid infrastructure. In the best case, a line to supply a
customer, or support a producer’s feed-in will need
to be dimensioned accordingly to withstand the
maximum occurring load. Therefore, the maximum
of consumption or production was used as input
for building artificial grid systems.

10.2.1. Data
Datasets used in earlier work were made available
directly by grid companies in hourly format. For
this study, data was provided from the centralised
data platform Elhub in daily resolution. This section investigates what impact the use of different
temporal resolution has on the maximum value
and further, how the power distance parameter is
impacted by it. Figure 10.4 compares data in different temporal resolution for the companies that
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constituted the reference group in previous work
[3]. For hourly results, the mean and maximum
demand metric from [5] was used. For other daily,
weekly and monthly values, daily metering data
from Elhub was used and aggregated. All data is
scaled to an equivalent hourly average within the
time period. The maximum for each grid company
and time period is calculated as the sum of maxima
per connected point, not the hour of maximum
demand. Note that the mean value is constant
independent of time resolution. The bars show the
spread between mean demand and maximum demand relative to the mean. A value of 0.5 indicates
that the maximum demand is 1.5 times as high as
the mean demand.
For all companies the spread between maximum and mean is largest using hourly data. For
lower resolution the spread decreases as hourly
peaks are evened out by lower consumption or
production in other hours within the time period. As
an example, a typical weekly load profile is characterised by clear morning and evening peaks duringg
a few hours and overall higher consumption on
weekdays than weekends. When looking at hourly
results, the maximum value captures the peaks
within a day, for daily results the day of highest total
demand is considered but hourly peaks are compensated by dips in consumption in other hours.
Similarly, weekly data only captures the week of
highest demand without reflecting daily and hourly
patterns. For the analysed companies, the spread
of hourly data lies between 60% for Jæren and
85% for Glitre, suggesting more pronounced hourly
peaks in Glitre’s system. For all companies, the
magnitude of the spread decreases by approximately 25% when moving from hourly to daily resolution and by a further 10% moving from daily to
weekly resolution.
A similar trend can be observed for all companies that were analysed in previous chapters. Figure 10.5 shows the demand variability for different
resolutions for a larger set of grid companies, for
which only daily metering data was available. A
striking observation is that even for daily resolution,
some grid companies experience maxima that are
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Figure 10.5.: Spread between mean and maximum value for different time aggregation for selected companies

more than twice as high as the mean demand (>
1.0). On average the daily spread between maximum and mean demand ranges at 50% of mean
demand. For a larger number of analysed DSOs,
it becomes evident that companies are faced with
different load properties in their systems. Typically,
the load profiles per customer can be considered
exogenous. Instances where companies can influence load profiles are discussed in 10.4. Thus, it
is desired that new output parameters capture the
difference in grid companies’ task given different
underlying load patterns.

10.2.2. Impact on power distance
In the previous section, we identified that companies experience different demand patterns and that
the resolution of underlying data effects how well
demand peaks can be captured. We mention the
relation to a grid company’s task and the definition of new output parameters. In the context
of power distance, mean and maximum demand
are the main input metrics. Previously recommended methods [3] suggest using the maximum consumption or production per point for building an
idealised grid and using mean demand to compute
the power distance. The mean value itself stays
constant, meaning that if the grid layout is the same
the power distance will be the same irrespective of
what resolution the dataset is delivered in.
The grid layout depends on the maximum value
per substation. If all substations are affected by
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higher hourly peak demand to the same extent, the
grid layout will again be the same as the ratio of
demand for neighbouring substations stays constant. In this case, the higher peak demand would
not affect a company’s output.
The layout will change if the spread between
mean and maximum demand differs for each substation. Or put differently, if the relative demand
between neighbouring grid points changes. In this
case the idealised grid algorithm may choose to
build other connections. It is to be noted, that the
idealised grid method aims to minimise the total
system power distance given the input. As a result,
higher peak demand can be partly compensated in
different grid layouts.

10.2.3. Conclusion
Overall, the demand level is what drives power
distance most. As a general trend, companies with
a higher mean demand will obtain higher power
distance scores (see Figure 6.3). Companies with
more pronounced demand peaks on individual substations will also obtain higher power distance
scores, though not to the same extent as the difference in mean and maximum demand. However,
companies with high, evenly distributed peak demand are treated equally as companies with the
same mean demand but lower peak demand.
The resolution of underlying data affects how
well building an idealised grid with maximum demand actually reflects the task of building suffi-
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cient transfer capacity to supply customers in all
hours. For this metric, the capacity would be the relevant indicator, for which the hourly maximum was
used as a proxy. More aggregated consumption
and production data captures fewer peaks but is a
more stable metric over time. As long as detailed
capacity data is not available on customer level, we
continue to suggest using the observed maximum
at the highest available resolution.
To also capture the additional task of supplying power to customers in peak hours, not just
the task of grid dimensioning, the power distance
computed with a maximum demand metric can be
introduced as a separate output.

10.3. Distributed generation
An aim of introducing new output parameters is
to ensure that income regulation is future-proof
towards new technologies and consumption patterns. Distributed generation is one aspect that
new output parameters should be able to account
for. If data on consumption and production per
connected point is available, the power distance
opens the possibility to account for distributed generation.
In previous work, assumptions on system dynamics were made and consumption and production were accounted for accordingly. The maximum of production or consumption was used as
an input to building idealised grid systems and
the mean of net demand (consumption - production) was used for computing power distance. No
further analyses were performed to validate these
assumptions and assess the impact of different
ways of accounting for distributed generation.

10.3.1. Methodology
To analyse the impact of distributed generation,
and different ways of accounting for it, on power
distance computations we set up a Monte Carlo
simulation. We create randomised systems of
transformers and substations with similar properties and vary the location and volumes of distributed generation. The main conditions are
Each system has one transformer station. The
location of the transformer stations is held constant.
The number of substations is held constant.
𝑆 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 where 𝑆 is the number of substations
and each substation 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆,
The total system consumption is held constant
as is the total system production. ∑𝑠 ∑𝑖 𝑐𝑖,𝑠 =
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 and ∑𝑠 ∑𝑖 𝑝𝑖,𝑠 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 where 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁 for
each timestep in the total number of metering
values per substation 𝑁 and 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆. 𝑝𝑖,𝑠 and 𝑐𝑖,𝑠
are production and consumption in time period
𝑖 at substation 𝑠.
The sum of distances between substations
and the transformer station is kept constant.
Note that this does not mean the length of an
idealised grid system is constant as the grid
layout will also depend on the relative location
of substations to one another. ∑𝑠 𝑑𝑠 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡
where 𝑑𝑠 is the euclidean distance between
substations 𝑠 and the transformer station

For the main analysis, the values were aligned
to the average number of substations under each
transformer, and the average total demand per
substation from the data set of all grid companies.
The share of production points and total production
volumes was assumed to be 20%. In additional
sensitivities these parameters were adjusted.
Based on these key assumptions the analysis
In the following section we describe an anais performed in the following steps:
lysis of different metrics to account for distributed
generation on a simplified grid system. We con- 1. Substations are randomly placed around the
clude with a discussion on how different metrics
transformer station in a two-dimensional norimpact power distance results and the representamal distribution such that the aforementioned
tion of a grid company’s task.
criteria on total distance are fulfilled.
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2. Each substation is randomly assigned a yearly are considered across all metering values 𝑁. For
consumption and production value. The yearly simplicity the formulas below are simplified from
demand is split into hourly values according to max () to max()
1≤𝑖≤𝑁
a normal distribution. The total system con1. Maximum of consumption This metric assumption and production is kept constant.
sumes that grid companies do not account for
3. A set of demand indicators is defined (see
distributed generation in grid planning. Lines are
below) and calculated from hourly production
only dimensioned to supply demand, even in peak
and consumption values per substation.
periods. Production does not alleviate the task of
4. For each demand indicator an idealised grid supplying power to cover consumption and neither
is built that connects all substations to the is it considered that feed-in is a task in itself.
transformer station.
max(|𝑐𝑖 |)
5. For each built grid system, the power distance
is calculated for each demand indicator.
2. Maximum net demand Reflects that grid con6. Consumption and production are reassigned nections are dimensioned to supply the maximum
randomly to the substations within a system. of net demand or the maximum feed-in of net production. Production at a point reduces the total
Steps 3, 4, 5 are repeated.
required power supply to that point.
7. New substation locations and consumption
production values are randomised. Steps 2, 3,
max(|𝑐𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖 |)
4, 5, 6 are repeated.
An example of two grids created is shown in
Figure 10.7.
Iterating through different distributions of production and consumption, as done in step 6, allows to assess what impact the location of distributed generation within a system has on power
distance. Creating different randomised systems
with the same constraints on demand, distance
and number of substations simulates comparing
companies with similar tasks, according to existing
and previous DEA output parameters.
The main focus of this analysis lies in the
defined demand metrics to reflect distributed generation and their impact on power distance calculations. We define six demand metrics that account for consumption and production in different
ways and thus reflect other assumptions on how
distributed generation affects the task of a grid
company. The following list provides an overview
of the metrics and their underlying assumptions.
The variables 𝑝𝑖 reflect production and 𝑐𝑖 reflects
consumption, where 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁 for 𝑁 number of metering values per point. All maxima, mean and minima
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3. Difference of maximum production and consumption The maxima of both production and
consumption. It is considered that production
alleviates the task of supplying demand without
considering temporal correlation. Instead the
maximum of production is used as a proxy for
feed-in capacity and the maximum consumption as
load capacity. The residual required power supply
is then assumed to be the difference of these two.
| max(𝑐𝑖 ) − max(𝑝𝑖 )|
4. Maximum production and consumption The
sum of maximum production and maximum
demand reflects the need to dimension a grid
to withstand both. Generation does not alleviate
consumption, instead capacity for both is required.
max(|𝑐𝑖 |) + max(|𝑝𝑖 |)
5. Maximum of consumption or production Reflects that the relevant indicator for grid dimensioning is the maximum of either production or
consumption. The larger of the two will be a
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(a) a

(b) b

Figure 10.6.: Example of two grid iterations with 20% production points and 50 substations. Green points indicate
substations with generation

proxy for the required line capacity in the worst randomised grid systems with one hundred iteracase scenario, i.e.
maximum production, no tions of demand distribution. For each indicator,
consumption or vice versa.
the boxplot shows mean, median, maximum and
minimum and indicative percentile values across
max(|𝑐𝑖 |, |𝑝𝑖 |)
these simulations.
6. Maximum difference of consumption and production At a point where both consumption and
production are measured, the maximum delivered
power or maximum feed-in is given by the largest
observed difference of consumption and production. It is assumed that production alleviates
power supply and consumption alleviates feedin. No worst case of one or the other being zero is
assumed, unless it is within the observed data.
max(max(|𝑐𝑖 |) − min(|𝑝𝑖 |), max(|𝑝𝑖 |) − min(|𝑐𝑖 |)

10.3.2. Results
In this section we discuss the results of the Monte
Carlo simulation for different grid layouts, production and consumption distributions and demand
metrics.
Figure 10.7a shows the system demand using
different demand metrics. The numbers on the xaxis coincide with the methods described above.
The data sample for the boxplots are one hundred
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For line length in an idealised grid, the choice
of demand metric has little effect across all simulations. As described in Section 10.3, the grid
layout will only change if the relative demand for
neighbouring points changes, not if higher or lower
demand affects all points equally. Across all simulations, all points are, on average, affected similarly
such that the total line length remains stable. For
a constant grid system and iterations of demand,
however, the impact of different locations is more
pronounced.
The power distance in an artificial grid depends
both on the demand per point and the line length to
each point. The total demand metric and system
line length can thus provide some indicators for
how power distance will react to different demand
metrics. Figure 10.8 shows the resulting power
distance for different demand metrics. On the left,
different demand metrics were used to build an
artificial grid. Power distance was then calculated
using the maximum of production or consumption
(5). On the right, different demand metrics were
used to compute the power distance in a given
artificial grid built using maximum of production
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(a) System demand according to different demand metrics.

(b) Artificial grid line length for different demand metrics
in building the grid.

Figure 10.7.: Grid properties using different demand metrics

(a) Power distance calculated with different demand metrics using different the maximum of production or consumption for building the grid

(b) Power distance calculated with the maximum of production or consumption using different demand metrics
for building the grid.

Figure 10.8.: Power distance using different demand metrics for building the grid and computing power distance

or consumption (5). Similar to the results for line
length, the system power distance does not vary
strongly when different demand metrics are used
to build the grid.
Once a given grid system has been built, the demand metric used to calculate the power distance
has a more significant effect, as seen in Figure
10.8b. The resulting power distance is correlated to
the magnitude of the demand metric shown in Fig-
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ure 10.7a. For all metrics, the spread across simulations is similar. The lowest results are obtained
for the difference of maximum consumption and
maximum production (3). This metric assumes
that the task of a grid company only entails covering the difference between maximum consumption
and maximum production. The dynamics between
consumption and production are not considered. In
time periods where consumption is high but pro-
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duction is low, such a metric would underestimate
the needed supply to the substation. This also
leads to the lowest power distance of all analysed
metrics. The highest power distance is obtained
with the sum of production and consumption maximum (4). In this case, it is assumed that generation does not alleviate the task of supplying power,
instead the task is made more challenging. The
power distance considers maximum consumption
and maximum feed-in as being an additive task.
Consequently the power distance across simulations is highest.
Several metrics range in a similar magnitude.
Namely, the maximum consumption (1), the maximum of net demand (2), the maximum of consumption or production (5) and the maximum difference (6). For the case where generation is not
accounted for, production does not interact with
consumption in any way. This metric also shows
the lowest spread across simulations as there are
fewer degrees of freedom. For a system with a
low share of production points, the maximum of
consumption or production (5) is similar to the
maximum of consumption (1). Only few points
have higher production than consumption, for most
points the consumption value is used. For such a
system, the maximum difference of consumption
and production (6) is similar to the maximum of
production or consumption (5). With little penetration of distributed generation, the maximum spread
typically coincides with hours of zero generation
and high consumption and is thus often the same
as maximum consumption. Similarly, the maximum of net demand (2) is an hour without production for most connected points. The spread across
simulations for these metrics can be an indicator
of how sensitive they are to generation. The spread
between maximum and minimum ranges at around
20% of mean power distance for these metrics with
the highest spread observed for the maximum of
net demand.
When increasing the share of production in
the system, the spread of maximum and minimum
power distance increases significantly for the metrics (3) and (4). In addition, the mean power dis-
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tance for the difference of maximum consumption
and maximum production (3) decreases. Additional production is assumed to ease the task of
grid companies because local consumption can be
covered by generation. For the metric of sum of
maximum consumption and maximum production
(4) the mean power distance increases. More production is assumed to increase a grid company’s
task.

10.3.3. Conclusion
The above sections describe a simplified analysis
of different metrics to account for distributed generation. It was shown that the demand metrics
have the largest influence on power distance calculations, while the idealised grid results are stable
across metrics. The results for all metrics range
in the same order of magnitude and have similar spreads across all simulations. With a larger
share of distributed generation, the spread for all
methods increases. This was observed to occur
mostly in metrics that do not consider temporal
correlations and/or an interaction of consumption
and production.
The provided example is a simplified setup that
allows for comparable observation but does not reflect any possible configuration in a real grid. Despite showing that across multiple randomised grid
layouts and demand distributions the line length
and power distance in an idealised grid system
remain constant, the choice of demand metric can
have an effect on individual grid companies. We
deem it important to use a metric for building an
artificial grid that accounts for distributed generation.
In terms of power distance calculations, four
out of six analysed metrics result in similar average values across all simulations. Those that
do not, over- or underestimate the interaction of
production and consumption at a given connection
point and time period. For method (3), production alleviates consumption more than is realistically possible. It is assumed that the maximum
production is a relevant indicator alongside max-
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imum consumption while temporal correlations are
neglected. Production overcompensates demand
and a system with such dimensioning would risk
insufficient capacity in hours of low production.
The opposite metric, the sum of maximum demand
and production (4), reflects that the task of a grid
company is composed of always supplying both
maximum consumption and supporting feed-in of
maximum production. No temporal correlation of
demand and consumption is considered and local
consumption of distributed generation is neglected
entirely.
We recommend not using the two extreme
measures but using a metric that accounts for
distributed generation and its interaction with local
consumption. This criterion disqualifies the maximum of consumption (1) as production is not considered. The remaining metrics give fairly similar
results for a low share of distributed generation in
the grid. For a larger share of distributed generation more time periods occur where generation
and consumption happen simultaneously. In this
case, net value of consumption minus production
(2) or the maximum difference (6) may not capture
the worst case scenario where consumption is at
a maximum and no production is available. Even if
such an instance did not occur in the time series
provided for one year, a grid company may have
to account for hours of no consumption or no production in grid planning. Following this logic, the
maximum of either consumption or production (5)
can be identified as a suitable metric to account for
distributed generation.
The choice between using the maximum of
consumption or production (5) versus using the
maximum of net demand (2) depends on the desired incentives. Net demand considers a partly alleviated task of the grid company for simultaneous
production and consumption while the maximum
metric also reflects a possible worst case scenario.
If net demand is used, grid companies will not be
incentivised to encourage distributed generation as
it might reduce their perceived task in the power
distance output. When using the maximum of consumption or demand grid companies are neutral
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to distributed generation. As long as maximum
production is lower than maximum consumption,
the output parameter is not changed. If production
outweighs consumption, the grid company’s output
will be increased.

10.4. Incentives for efficient grid
utilisation and flexibility
10.4.1. Introduction
The choice of output parameters in the DEA model
has an impact on the incentives of the grid companies, along with the other parameters in the revenue
cap model. The introduction of new output parameters in the form of power and energy distance
will reward increased consumption of electricity
and increased peak demand. The stated objective
of the Regulation on network regulation and the
energy market (“Forskrift om nettregulering og energimarkedet” or “NEM” in Norwegian) is that grid
companies should earn a fair return on invested
capital provided they operate, utilise and develop
the grid efficiently. The question is then whether
and how the introduction of power and energy distance in the benchmarking model affect the grid
companies’ incentives for operating, utilising and
developing the grid. We discuss this in the following paragraphs on a qualitative basis, comparing
the current DEA benchmarking model for the distribution grid with a hypothetical alternative model
that includes the number of customers in addition
to power and energy distance as output variables.
We also discuss whether the behaviour of the grid
customers is affected via the incentives for the grid
companies.
In the alternative model, an output variable representing the task of reliability can also be included,
but we do not discuss the impact of such a variable
on the incentives here. A variable reflecting the reliability task as discussed in Section 9 and previous
work [4] does not have any direct impact on the
incentives on the grid companies but rather serves
to give a fairer representation of the task and hence
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the relative ranking of companies.
We start by discussing the incentives for operating and utilising the grid efficiently before moving
onto the incentives for grid development.

10.4.2. Operation and utilisation of the
grid
We start by considering a simple example of a
grid company reducing its operating costs, e.g.
through a reduction in staffing or switching to a
cheaper service provider. It can be seen directly
that this does not affect neither the power distance
nor the energy distance. Similarly, the outputs in
the current benchmarking model are not affected
either. Thus, including power and energy distance
in the benchmarking model does not change the
incentives for operating the grid efficiently.
With respect to utilisation of the grid, the question is whether it is possible for a grid company
to increase the utilisation of its grid without investing or other costly measures apart from an
increase in losses and possibly higher component
wear. Clearly, a higher utilisation of the grid at
little extra cost is economically efficient, assuming
that external effects from power consumption are
reflected in market prices and/or taxes, and that
use of the grid is priced correctly (i.e., according to short-run marginal cost, that is the cost of
losses plus any capacity charges to ration scarce
grid capacity). Higher utilisation will be rewarded
through the power and energy distance, as both will
increase with higher net demand. This incentive
is not present in the current benchmarking model,
where the outputs are unaffected by a higher utilisation of the grid.
We assumed above that use of the grid was
priced correctly. However, the incentives for higher
utilisation of the grid with power and energy distance also mean that the grid companies will have
incentives for strategically adjusting tariffs to increase demand, which in turn will increase the
power and energy distance. This can be done in
two ways:
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By offering lower tariffs to price-sensitive customers. This will lead to increased demand
from these customers. The necessary tariff increase for other customers will lead to a lower
reduction in demand than the increase from
the price-sensitive customers, resulting in a net
demand increase.
By altering the tariff structure. For instance,
the grid company can reduce capacity and/or
energy charges and increase the fixed charges,
thus reducing the marginal cost for customers
of using the grid and leading to increased demand for power and/or energy.
Hence, the choice of output parameters can
also affect the grid customers’ behaviour, assuming that the price sensitivity of demand for power
is different from zero for at least some customers.
While these incentives will be present with
power and energy distance in the benchmarking
model, we would argue that several factors mitigate and possibly eliminate the negative impact:
RME regulates the principles for setting the
tariffs and in theory at least has the possibility
to intervene (possibly due to complaints from
the customers that stand to lose from the tariff
changes) and stop the strategic behaviour.
Adjusting tariff levels for individual grid customers or even groups of customers is not
allowed unless it is based on objective and controllable criteria that reflect relevant conditions
in the grid. Price sensitivity of demand has
not been accepted by RME and the Ministry of
Petroleum and Energy historically as a criterion
for differentiating tariffs.
There is a risk that strategic adjustment of
tariffs will trigger the need for investments
in the grid and/or other costly measures to
accommodate the increased demand. These
investments may not be profitable for the grid
companies, particularly if the necessary investment cost is high and the increase in demand
low, which can be the case if grid capacity is
constrained.
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In theory, the above arguments also indicate
that grid companies can have disincentives for purchasing flexibility services from grid customers or
aggregators, as flexibility may reduce the demand
for power and/or energy. However, this is not
straightforward. A flexibility service will only be
purchased to handle problems in the grid such as
scarce capacity (congestion), operational instability or voltage problems. In these instances, increasing grid utilisation may not be a viable option in
any case. If there are no problems in the grid or
capacity shortages, the flexibility has zero value
anyway.

the grid companies choose to accommodate the
demand growth with cost-effective investments
and the right capacity. We would argue that
these conditions are met in practice. Firstly, the
incentives for cost-efficiency will be maintained
through the general regulatory model and the use
of the cost norm to decouple costs and revenues.
Secondly, the power and energy distance rely on the
grid customers’ demand rather than the installed
capacity. The grid companies will then have incentives to optimise the capacity subject to available
standard sizes of components and an appropriate
method for handling uncertainty about future demand.

In the current benchmarking model, the grid
companies are not necessarily rewarded for demand growth unless demand growth results in new
The impact on the incentives for grid development customers being connected or new lines or substaand investments in the grid is complex and de- tions being built. In this respect, including power
pendent on the context. Below, we discuss the and energy distance represents an improvement to
the incentives from a welfare-economic perspectincentives separately for three cases:
ive.
1. Increased exogenous demand for power and
energy, e.g., from new connections or in- Purchasing flexibility services We now turn to
creased demand from existing connections
the issue of the grid companies’ choice between

10.4.3. Grid development and investment

2. The choice between investing in the grid and investing in the grid or purchase a flexibility service either directly from a grid user or via a third
purchasing flexibility from grid customers
party (e.g., an aggregator). Purchasing the flexib3. Investment in new technologies in the grid to ility service leads to lower demand for power and
e.g., improve capacity utilisation or reducing possibly also energy, depending on whether the
outage risks through better monitoring and peak consumption is moved to another time or not.
control systems
We assume that the alternative to purchasing the
Increased exogenous demand From one per- flexibility service is to invest in the grid.
spective, rewarding grid companies for increased
power and energy consumption is a desirable
property of the regulatory model. This applies to
those cases where demand increases due to e.g.,
population growth or new businesses connecting
to the grid, or due to electrification in the transport
sector aimed at reducing CO2 emissions. In
these cases, demand growth can be considered
exogenous and the resulting grid investments will
be economically efficient, i.e., they maximise social
welfare.
This conclusion of course presupposes that
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We also assume that the purchase of flexibility is included in the regulatory cost base as an
ordinary operating cost and that the alternative
grid investment is included in the regulatory asset
base. For our purpose we disregard the distinction between capital costs and operating costs
and assume that the regulation is neutral in this
regard, i.e., that the impact on the cost base and the
calibration uplift is the same regardless of the cost
type. This is not the case in practice in the current
revenue cap model, but it is a useful assumption for
assessing the marginal impact of the benchmark-
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ing model on the incentives.
Under these assumptions, including power
and/or energy distance in the benchmarking model
yields stronger incentives for investing in the grid
rather than purchasing a flexibility service all else
being equal. However, this does not preclude
flexibility services from being more profitable than
investing in the grid if flexibility offers a sufficient
cost advantage. If for instance the potential impact
on demand is fairly low, and the cost of making
a grid investment is high, flexibility will tend to
be a cheaper alternative to handle any capacity
constraints. This condition will often be met due to
the fact that the grid is typically expanded in fairly
large steps (lumpy investments), due to economies
of scale and typical component standards. Hence,
while the power and energy distance parameters
will tend to favour grid investments over flexibility
when the difference in cost is small, this may not
have a large impact on choices in practice.
Investing in new technologies Finally, we consider the grid companies’ incentives for investing
in new technologies that e.g., increase grid capacity or reduce the risk of outages. In these
cases, we find that power and energy distance do
not negatively affect the incentives for investing in
such technologies. The power and energy distance
are not reduced by investments that increase the
available capacity or reduce outage risks. Rather,
new technologies can actually be rewarded with
these output parameters compared to the current
benchmarking model. E.g., if it is possible to
increase flows in the grid through solutions that
enable a higher utilisation of the grid, this will tend
to increase the power and energy distance, making
traditional grid investments to increase capacity
less relevant. Again, the outcome depends on the
relative costs of the alternatives.

tribution grid.
We have found that the power and energy distance parameters generally reward grid companies
for a higher utilisation of the available grid capacity
compared to the current benchmarking model.
With respect to investments, the power and
energy distance parameters tend to favour grid
investments over flexibility services if the costs
and benefits of the alternatives are relatively similar. However, this is not necessarily the case in
practice, particularly when flexibility is considerably
cheaper and grid capacity is constrained. The
power and energy distance does not negatively
impact investments in new technologies that can
increase grid utilisation or reduce outage risks,
rather the incentives for such investments are likely
to be stronger than in the current benchmarking
model. Including power and energy distance also
rewards grid companies for exogenous demand
growth in a more suitable manner than the current
benchmarking model.
The behaviour of the grid customers is only
affected to the extent that the grid companies alter tariff levels or tariff structures towards pricesensitive customers, which may lead to inefficient
use and development of the grid. However, mitigating measures such as RME’s regulation of tariff
principles will reduce the risk of such inefficiencies.

10.4.4. Summary
In this section we have discussed the incentives
that arise from including power and energy distance in the DEA benchmarking model in the dis-
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11. Evaluation
11.1. Summary
This report analysed the possibility to introduce
new output parameters in the DEA to benchmark
grid company efficiency. It is builds upon previous
work on the power distance parameter and measures to capture the task of reliability and addresses
open questions.
Firstly, the computation of a power distance
parameter based on idealised grid methods for a
larger set of grid companies in Norway was assessed. For artificial grids the need for geographical corrections was analysed based on a comparison of real and artificial grid systems.
As the question of introducing new output parameters spans beyond the power distance methods
discussed in Chapter II, we also discuss how to
define a parameter that reflects the task of supplying reliability.
In addition, we address how factors such as
distributed generation and demand variability can
be considered and how the proposed output parameters affect incentives for grid investments and
flexibility. Further points touch upon the previously
introduced angular proximity method [3] and analyse the use of nodes in idealised grid methods [6].

11.2. Recommendations and
conclusions

was analysed. We conclude that the method is
suitable to be used if computational limitations can
be overcome. Using idealised grid methods across
grid levels is also beneficial when combining grid
levels to capture the full distribution grid. We see
that the sum of LVD and HVD power distance from
idealised grids can be added to get an output for the
entire system without any additional scaling. The
incurred cost effects of line length and line capacity
are implicitly accounted for in the idealised grid
methods. If no idealised grid power distance can
be applied in the LVD grid, method specific scaling
between grid levels should be considered.
Despite the overall suitability of the methods, it
has to be noted that any limitations in computation
and challenges related to input data will propagate
across grid levels and thus influence the output of
grid companies. To ensure a fair benchmarking,
these challenges need to be overcome. If interdependency of datasets is eliminated by the introduction of separate reporting, consistency between
datasets should be ensured (in terms of total demand, accounted metering points, etc.).
While the artificial grid method in the HVD was
found to be computationally inexpensive, the computation in the LVD encountered limitations due to
memory issues. Paralellisation was investigated
and shows to reduce computation time significantly. However, memory needs do no decrease
with parallellisation and the challenges with computing power distance for large companies persist.
Alternatively, the angular proximity method can be
applied in the LVD grid which can overcome some
computational limitations and may better reflect
grid properties.

Based on the analyses in this report we confirm
that the idealised grid power distance is a suitable
method to capture the task of grid companies. The
artificial grid method could be applied to all comWhile improvements were made in terms of
panies in the HVD grid where data was available
and could be pre-processed. In the low-voltage grid streamlining computation processes, data handthe feasibility of using an idealised grid method ling and quality continue to be a critical factor. We
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suggest focusing on ensuring consistent and up-todate data sets. This includes transformers, substations, metering points and metering data. If these
issues are not addressed first, any further studies
might not yield adequate insight if underlying data
is faulty. An effort should be made to eliminate
any manual processes, for example the mapping
of company names between data sets. All user
data sets should be extracted at the same point
in time to ensure consistency and avoid reporting
delays. This also requires continuous work to update any underlying databases. The question of
asset owner and asset user, as well as the differentiation between transformer station and feed-in
point need to be addressed. This may require a
detailed analysis of grid data and individual grid
assets per company. We also recommend to further analyse methods to obtain coordinates for
metering points or consider methods to account
for metering points where metering data is available but no coordinates can be found.
Concerning the need for a geographical correction to align the artificial grid to real grid properties,
we conclude that no correction is justifiable. The
artificial grids show similar geographical properties and follow the paths of the real grid sufficiently closely, that a geographical correction is not
needed.
In terms of demand metrics used to build idealised grids and compute power distance we recommend using data at the highest available temporal
resolution to capture peak demand, which better
reflects the dimensioning of the grid. Lower resolution drastically reduces how well maxima are
reflected. Should no hourly data be available, using
data on load capacity can be investigated.
To reflect distributed generation we suggest
using a metric that considers the interaction of
local production and consumption. Either through
the maximum of production or consumption to
reflect supply capacity needs, or through the maximum of net demand to reflect the task of supplying
residual load.
We consider the power distance to better capture incentives for grid utilisation compared to cur-
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rent output parameters. While power and energy
distance tends to favour grid investments over
purchasing flexibility services, the practical impact
may not be large. In particular, flexibility will tend
to be more profitable when the grid capacity is
constrained and grid investments are relatively expensive compared to flexibility.
Beyond the power distance variable, the introduction of a separate output parameter to capture
reliability concluded that a separate reliability parameter is preferred. We suggest the use of a simpler
model, if exogeneity and fairness cannot be guaranteed for any of the proposed methods. A simpler
model is also more transparent and therefore has
a lower risk of having unforeseen side effects.
We suggest to model distance with a linear
model dependent on total distance, and to use
nation wide historical sample averages to compute
expected CENS.
For reflecting economies of scale we suggest
the best alternative is to select a common model
for all grid companies. Without differentiation, no
matter what model is selected, some grid companies will always end up being compensated too
little. However, any new output parameters should
be compared to the current benchmarking model
which does not compensate any of the grid companies for the cost of supplying reliability. Thus
improvements compared to the current state are
desired even if no optimal model can be found.
Overall, we recommend the introduction of new
output parameters to better reflect the task of grid
companies. We suggest using idealised grid methods to compute power distance and introduce a
separate parameter for reliability.
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A. Figures

A. Figures
A.1. Area types

Figure A.1.: Area type distribution for a selection of grid companies

Figure A.2.: Area type distribution for a selection of grid companies
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B. Acronyms
CENS Cost of Energy Not Supplied
DEA

Data Envelopment Analysis

DSO

Distribution System Operator

FASIT Feil og AvbruddsStatistikk I Kraftforsyningen
HVD high-voltage distribution
KILE kvalitetsjusterte inntektsrammer ved ikke levert energi
LVD

low-voltage distribution

MST Minimum Spanning Tree
NIBIO Norwegian Institute of Bioeconomy Research
NVE

Norges Vassdrags- og Energidirektorat

RME Reguleringsmyndigheten for Energi (Regulatory authority for Energy)
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